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This project -was developed. under a sub-
contract for the Oregon Departmentof
Education by Lane Coninunity College,

Community Education Division, Eugene,
Oregon.. Funds. were provided by the
Governor of Oregon from the Education-
al Linkages Component of the CETA
Gbvernor s' Grant.
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STATEMENT OF ASSURANCE

It i'the policV of the Oregon Department of Education that no
person be subjected, to discrimination on the -basis of race.,

,,,nationdl origin. religion. sex:;vilie, handicap or marital status in
Any program, 'service.or activity for which the Oregon Depart-
ment of Education is responsible. The Department_will comply
with ihe.requirements of'slate and federal law concerning non-
"disctimination and will itrive by its actions to enhance thedignity
and worth of all persims.
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INTRODUCTION TO P.RE-4tRIATICE.AIF

OBSCRIPTION'OF,APPRENTICESHIP

The Federal Bureau of Apprenticeship 'identifies an epotenticeable occupa'.1v

as a skilled occupation that requires a min:mum of ore year 0,2000 hours -

the-job training. This on-the-job training andrelaededucatioRal traih:rq

Tsthe apprenticeable period.

VIEWPOINTS ABOUT PRE - APPRENTICESHIP

Pre-apprenticeship tis"viewed in, many diffe:ent ways by :raftper.oms, apprerrhae

, ship committees, educators and the general public.

Concerns about pre-apprenticeship intllide
i

the belief that thepre-apprenticeship .

_ .

training will flood the,market with applicants for afprepticeship or that

these trainees will go to work in the occupation as palltly trained worker.: C4°

that pre-apprenticeship would,be considered a guarantee of ontr, in appren-

ticeship.ticeshi0. These conflicting viewpoints create probems for persons interacted

in apprenticeship training and make,.it difficult to operate pre-apprenticAs44
.

training programs.

NEED FOR PRE-APPRENTXESHIP

Pre - apprenticeship provides three benefits:

I. Provides'a screening device to determine motivation, interest,

manipulative aptitude and ability of persons to learn-the skiiis

of the occupation.

2. Provides the individual with survival skills for hanaiing personal ,

Problems and interpersonal relatiOns on th:job that.nmy*iwOu4e
'

4

abuse and sexual harrassment.

3,.Proyides entry level skills to help make the apprentice producti$A,

. from the first day on the job. The higher entry level,skiiis of

the apprentice. provides an incentive for the employeto hire

apprentices,

4 ,
'-
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PRE - APPRENTICESHIP HELPS PEOPLE

To select a skilled occupation..

To identify the-educational requirements of an occupation.

Tp experience the hands-on skills of an occupation.

-.To deVelop good work habits.
1

*,Good job attendance

-* Punctuality

* Dependability

* Time management

To develop good. attitudes.

* Concern for the job

* Initiative

* Interest

4

:* Healthy, cooperative working relations with fellow employees...

TRAINING LEVELS FOR PR-APPRENTICESHIP

c

Pre-apprenticeship training can be separated into three phases or stage's of

training.;

PHASE 1

Provides the trainee with an opportunity to explore several occupations. This
0

orientation to the drywall trade includes training in ttade terminology,

blueprint reading, tool usage, first aidand safety practices. :This familiar--

Hiation training includes hands -on experience in some Qf the basic skill areas

together with'informatton about the advantages and requirements of,drywall.

The choiceof an'occupation to train for in Phase 2 of pre-apprenticeship will

be based on these experiences. If the trainee decides not to pursue this
A

occupation'any fUrther,° the training received to this point will be useful in

every day life. .%

Phase 1 ncludes,diagnOstic tests to determine_if.reading or mathematical.

defiCientieg. exist that would handicap a person in the drywall trade..

Remedial work will be:provided to correct these deficiencies.
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11" Success on the job is directly related to job attitudes, work habits, and tfie

individual survival and coping skills. Training will begin on helping eacp

individual attain fill potential in these personal skills.

. Interpersonal tkills will be developed which include:

Communication skills

- paraphrasing, perception checks, non-verbal communication

- communicating withsuperiors

* Personal effectiveness

- problem solving., family relationships, sexual harrassinent and

pestering on thejob.

* Interview techniques

- apprenticeship committee interview procedure

PHASE' 2
/-

. .

this training begins the serious preparation for an occupation. The training

related to job attitudes, wok habits and individual survival and coping°

skills will be contfhued from Phase 1 with more emphasis on the relationship
fl

to the job.

°

. Manipulative skills will be developed by the completion of-a series of projects

,involving, basic trade skills which have a carryover benefit to persons outside

of the occupatioQ. At leaSt 3/4 of the. training will.cOnsist of hands-oh-

. experiences. This instruction should be conducted by a,skilledcraftsperson

from the trade or ocdupation'who "has the necessary teaching ,

The joint apprenti,ceshiy committee for the occupation will be invited to

observe the progress of.trainees during Phase 2 and to evaluate the poten a

for trainees for entry into apprenticeship. The participatiqn of the appro-
. .

priate joint apprenticeship committee is,essential to the sacCess of a pre-,

s4prenticeship program. This community involvement insures that the training.

is relevant to the occUpatioh and; Meets industry training standards.

f
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At the completion, 'of Phase 2 the trainee will have enough experience with the

occupation to dec.* whether to continue with the training into Phase 3. The

joint apprenticeship committee will have knowledge of the quality of the

training program and will be in a pbsition to judge the qualifications of the

students for entry into the apprenticeship training prbgram.

PHASE 3

Tra4ningist concentrated on improvement of manipulative skills so that the

trainee will be a productive employee the first.day on the job. This training

can be either industry conducted specialized training; secondary school.voca-

tionalprograms or community college preparatory courses specifically related

to the' occupation. Trainees can also. participate in co-op work experience

involving hands-on training at the secondary or community college level.

Hands-onctraining is considered essential for an effective pretraining pro-
. Ott

gram.

The Phase 3-training period provides the trainee with an opportunity to search

'for -an employer willing to take an apprenttce. Frequently the employer pro-
.

viding co-op.work,experience training-will hire the trainee as a regdlar

employee.

It-is'posSi6le that some employers will hire the trainee without further

training. Some of these-employers train specifically for their own needs. In

the process, job descriptions havecbecome highly diluted. Instead of produc-

ing journeymen possessing-a wide range of skills, companies have settled for

specialists trained to perform the specific tasks needed in certain narrow

Aerations. While this may be adequate to meet the special heeds of an indus-
.

try, it certainly will not.mdet the training and manpower.needs of the nation

in the future. I

4

o
Apprenticeship provides a broad base of training bygi(iing the apprentice a

wide range of skills which insures continuous employment. Workers least.

. vulnerable to.unemployment are those with the-highest and broadest skills and

'best.training. The trainee-should make every effort to enter an apprentice-
....

ship training program designed to provide training in all skills required k
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in the, trade or go to work for an employer' who will provide broad based

traini
Cip

Each tr nee All choose a joint apprenticeship committee meeting to attend

during Phase 3 training. This will, provide an opportunity for the trainee to

become acquainted with members of the joint apprenticeship committee and to

see how the committee functions.

1

PHASE 4 EMPLOYMENT AS'AN APPRENTICE

Trainee enters apprenticeship training on a direct referral basis under
=

agreement with the appropriate joint apprentice committee which permits persons.

trained fn programs financed with federal fuhds to enter apprenticeship on,

direct referral. Direct referral eliminates, several of the procedures in the

selection process and makes. entry into apprenticeship less cumbersome.

Not all joint apprenticeg-hip committees use thedirect referral system. This

is the=reason why sponsors of pre-apprenticeship training should directly
.

involve joint apprenticeship committees in the operation of their programs.

This providesvcomMittees with an opportunity to evaluate the effectiveriess of

pre - apprenticeship.

The federal Job Corps Programs .enjoy direc referral placement in apprentice:
.

ship for their graduates. The Job Corps operates an ideal,pre-apprentfcesiiip

program. proposed sponsors of 0e-Oprenticeship training are advised to *

visit the nearest Job Corps Center to see how the programs ovrate.

The Job CorpsCeriterg in 00regon are located at:

Angel Job Corps
Star Route North
Yachats, OR 97498
'547-3137.

Timber'Lake Job Corps
Stair R6ute Box 109

Estacada, OR 97023.
834-2291



Wolf Creek Conservation Center Tongue Point Job Corps

Little River Mute
, Attoria, OR 97103

Glide, OR 97443
496-3507 325-2131

Job Cups Centers in Oregon, Offer Training in these apprenticeable occupations:

Carpentry
Cement Mason
Brick Laying

Plastering

Ti-le Settiig

Automotive
Painting

I

0
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RECOMMENDED-PROCEDURE FOR CONDUCTING PRE-AP7'INTICFSHIP -RAIMUG
/

4.

ADMINISTRATION

Pre apprenticeship training can be conducted by various sponsors. These

secondary schools, community colleges, unions, employer associations, ,labcr/mar

agement training trusts and private grOups such as O.I.Cs.

ADVISORY COMMITTEES

Use of broad-based community advisory committees is maldatory for pre-apps ttlz..-
. .

ship pPograms conducted by, secondary schools and commun:ty colileges.

ship needs the support and recognition of the commun;ty in order eo su

The advisory committee should have representatives from these groups:

School administration -high,school principal

Community

-board members

=,:vocationaldirector

-co-op ivork experience

-T & I instructors

-school graduate in trade

-member of joint apprenticeship committee

-employer member of trade

-employee member of trade

busines's agent

- industry training coordinator-

--representative of Financial communi

-representative ofpress
.

V

Government personnel' -ESD regional vocational coordinator

-Oregon Division of Apprenticeship field represeni.zi. e

-Federal Bureau.of Apprenticeship representative

-State Dept. of Educaticin specialist

Swe



.FINANCING

Vocational training programs h cost more than aOdemicprograms'because,

the student / ..eacher ratio is smaller, consumable supplies are required, and

ixpensive equipment is needed. Resources to finance pre-apprenticeship training

are available from a number of sources. These include:

Vocational rehabilitation , . -tuition fees

Fede'ral funds fonimmigra ts. -Asian

-Cuban

- Spanish American

. , ..

.

c Special grants -U.S. Dept. of Labor

U.S. Dept. of Education

v. CETA

.Industry

State Dept. of Education

Economic Development Administration

Secondary school funding -basic school grant from federal funds

Community. tOlege funding -basic state f6nding

INSTRUCTIONAL DELIVERY SYSTEMS

The type of sponsor forpre-apprentic ship training will determine the time -

block used for. the program. If trailing is started at the 9th ;grade level, a

two-hour training period will generally be used. A'half-day training period should

be used for an accelerated'program at the secondary level covering two years:

Community college programs can be either half-day orsull4day prOgraMs: Private

sponsorsgenerally will operate on a fun-day basis.

.

Instructors for the trbde,specific training should be qualified craft workers.

These may be employed on-a part-time basis, or full-time, serving several programs.

The necessity for skilled workers to teach the trade specific items of the program



cannot, be Over - emphasized.. 'The work experience of Ailie6 c,',1-ft'worei.s L.i..:A
.

,. .

them the insight into the occupation `needed for effective teaching

. ,

MANIPULATIVE SKILL TRAINING

. .

The manipulative skills or-hands-on experiences prWide the basis for asound

and effective pre-apprenticeship training program. Unless this training

available the program%willnot succeed. t

Important considerations involve the following item:

13as.is tools

o 4 .

.8-tooLls required for each participant*

General or shop tools -power tools,(purchasedor rented) -

Materials -pbrchased by training agency

-purchased by others ( training- Project spons'n'r)

- donations by industry (defective goocts-).

Training facilities

Training projeqs

'

- school based

-community based

-school maintenance work

;simulated projects

- community projects

T

- private prOjects (non-profit organizations -lzw,

. income persons)

COORDINATION WITH EXISTING PROGRAMS

,

Pre-apprenticeship should be coordinated with related programs in secoAdary ''

schools and community colleges.
-- .

Welding
''.

, Electronics _ . '
N - .

Blueprint reading/drafting- Industrial mechanics-cluster.

Surveying . Grinstruction cluster
,

. Automotive" =Electricity /electronics cluster
, . .

I

-

11. 2
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411
MISCELLANEOUS CONSIDERATIONS .

4

Legislation,ocommunity support and political consideraticns will all have aft

effect on pre-apprenticeship `training. ActivitieS ral.Leoto these concerns

include:

Workshops and technical assistance -State Dept. of Education

Publicity notices -puolic service

Civil rights'

-newspaper

S

-translation to Asian/Spanish Americah
. .

-effect of civil rights compl4ancr:

Transfer. of, learning --benefits of ,vocational training to otner

occupational endeavors,

13
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1.0 Introduction to Floor Covering

1.1 History
1.2 Trends
1.3 Working Conditions
1.4 Hiring Practices
1.5 Employment Opportunities
1.6 Wages-

1.7 Common Worker Benefits
1.8 Trade Terminqlpgy

COURSE.OUTLINE

.2

V1 o

2.0-' Diagnostic Te'sting 4

2.1 SATB

3.0 Survival Skills 0

3.1 Expectations .
.

3.2 Communication Skills 1

'3.3 Giving and Receiving Feedback
3,.4 Dealing with Interpersonal Conflict
3.5 Group PrOblem Solving, Goal Setting and Decision Making'
3.6 Wider Influences and Responsibilities
3.7 Irfdentifying and Developing Individual Strengths ,.

3.8 Worksite Visits
3.9 Resumes

. 8

3:10 Interviews
3.11 Appropriate Work Habits and Attitudes

4
4.0. Trade Math

4.1 Math Diagnosis
4.2 Math Remedial

4

5.0 Physical Wequirements

5.1 Physical RequiremeritS

5.2 bevelopmental'Processes
' ..

6.0 afety

6.1 General Safety
6.2 Personal Safety
6.3 Fire Types and Prevention
6.4 Hygiene Safety
6.5 Hand Tool Safety
6.6 Power Tools



7.0 First 'Aid

7.1 First Aid

8.0 Blueprint Reading

8.1 scaling 'and Dimensioning
$.2 Sketching
8.3 Drawing Types and Views

9.0 Trade Tools

9.1 General Tools

)

10.0 Materials

10.1 General Materials

11.0 Subsurfice Preparation

1.1 Subsurfaces

12.0 *loorlaying Processes

12.1) General.PrOcesses
12.1.1 Carpet Processes.
12. 2 Vinyl Processes
12.1. `-Vinyl/Asbestos';Processes

0

13.0 Project
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II. WORD TO THE INSTRUCTOR

. This course was designed to 6e a trade-related, self-screening, jobs exploration,

package, providing the student with basic trade theory, basic trade manipula-
,

tive practice, projects and on-job-site visitations.
. ,

J

Further, i is to be implemented by inSt ors who are skilled in each of the

general to 1 s described in the course outline and expanded on in the iristruc .i.

tor's guide. -

The curriculum is comprised of two parts: 1) th16 instructor's guide, and 2)

supporting modules and'references which are specified in the instructor's

gUide. The instructor should seek other supporting resources. where avai,Table

or necessary* v

The instructor should bear in mindthAt ther# Are two broad objectiveswritten,

into the design of this course: 1) that the student will-receivaiinstruction in

theikeapprenticeship axle of the trade (which is designed to enable him or her

to gain 'enouglexposure to the trade to'(a) aid in making a^career.decisiOn,

.and (b) facilitate entry into the trade), and 2) that the student will retain_,

some carryover. skills which he orshe can use.in life, even should the student

decide not to enter the trade.

Essentially, this guide is patterned after a program begun in Oregon in

1979-80. The participants in the program Are wholly CETA-sponsored, many with

motivationall'or physical impairments. The program concentrates on providing

motivational support and/or physical therapi:-. A typical program, broken down

into its major components, would be:

40% hands-on, manipulative work

30% motivational support work.

10% job visitation

5% physical development or therapy

15% class lecture, discussion, etc.
4

A
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ti

4-

. Not all institutions will have the resources, nor will all programs' students ..

have the need, for such a breakdown. -The instructor should ijentify the needs

of the students and utilize the guide in.the. manner best suited to meet them.
. .r

RECOMMENDATIONS

Hands-on work is probably the best learning experience for s dents iA trade

work. It is essential if the two broad ob,;ectives listed abo e are to ba

Therefore, implied.in the topics covet-ih c, tools; aaterialf and tasks or vcrk

processes is the notion (emphasized in the Instructional Outcome for these

topicsrthat the; student Oill practice using the tools and materials described

therein.

. 4

In lieu of describing. in the Teaching Methods and Aids section of the gicioe

those tasks which will be performed with the described tools and materias, the

writerlleave it to the imagination and material resources of the instructor.

Practice is the method by which skill is developed.

C
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1,0 Introduction to the Floor Covering Trade

INSTRUCTIONAL OUTCOMES: \The student wilj be able to identify and briefly explain
the history, trends, working conditions, hiring practises, employment oppor-
tunities and wage scales of the trade, as well as working people's benefits and
trade terminology.'

INTRODUCTION:- In order-to become an effective worker or make an effective, real=
istic career decision, an individual must be exposed to various aspects of the
trade.

PRESENTATION
,

TEACH I NGeOUTL INE TEACHINS METHODS AND .AIDS

1.1 HigtaVlej-,

A. Use df floOr coveringseincreased greatly,

after 1920s and into the 1960s, with
. ,

extensivetuse of concrete flooring in

residential and commercial buildings.

B. Linoleum was the first smooth floor

covering to be used; about 1860."

_ T
C. Fraderick Walton was the inventor of

linoleum and the straight -line, inlaying

machine, which markedly increased the

variety of patte

.

Explain and Discuss.

ILS Introduction to the Floor

CoveringTrade



0. Linoleum and printed felt base production

grew until the competition of newer mate-

rials.
-<7

E. Asphalt tile production exceeded the deman

for linoleum in the 1960s.

F. Vinyl floorlioverings were first produced

around 1945.

1: Vinyl coverings offer a variety of

types.

2. The proportioof yardage produced is

about the same as linoleum.

1.2 Trends

A. Approximately 88;000 floor covering

installers were employed in 1978.

1. Almost 4/5 of those installers worked

with carpets, the. rest worked with

resilient flooring.

B. Most installers work for flooring con-

tractors, retailers of floor covering or

repair contractors.

C. About one out of three workers in the
,

. trade are-self-employed, a higher per-

. ce e than..most of the building trades.

I
1.3 Working Conditions

A. Installers work under favorable conditions

compared to` other construction trade

workers.

ti

Jobsite Visitation

Invite Job Specialist

13



Work areas are often safe and comfortable

because floor coverings are almost exclu-

.sively desigyed fo interior use and dis-
;

C. Physical demands may 'include kneeling,

reachimg, stoOping, stretching and lifting

heavy rolls of, carpet.

1. Even with continual movement and use

of some hand and power tools; fewer

injUries occur than among other con-

struction workers.

1.4 Hiring Practices

A.. Most floor covering installers learn the'

trade by working -as helpers for'4xperi-

,enced installers for 12 years; or:through
4 .

formal apprenticeship programs.

B. Employers want applicants,who are at least

mechanically inclined, licensed to drive,

and have a:high school education.

1.5 ,Employment Opportunities,

;A. Employment for floor-covering installers

is expected to- increase faster than the

average for all occupations through the

1980s.-'

1. Due to expansion in construction U0

more )Iidespread use of resilienefloor

coverings and carpeting. g* .

1,1

p

. 38-

$ .0 ?

.4

20



B. More job opportunities will be available

for.: installers who-can do both carpet-and
_ .

resilientfloohng.

1.6 Wage Scale

A. floor coverers earned between $7 and $9

per hour in 1978.

1. Apprebtices and trainees earned approx-

imately half the experienced workers

wage.

B. Installers are paid by the hour,receive:-.

a montholy salaryceor are paid according

to the amount of work they finish.

.C. rInstallers generally work regular sche-
'd6les,unfess circumstances require work-,

. ,

- ing evenings or weekends.

1.7 Common Worker Benefits

A. Unemployment Insurance

1. *pose.

a. transition froM job to job.

b. ease strain of layoffs.

2. Source of benefits.

a: payroll tax on wages.

O

4

3. Eligibility:.

a. depends on base year earnings:,

b. depends-op reasons for leaving

work.

4. eLevelof benefits.
.114

a. 'leyel of-pase year earnings.

"s.

L.)

0k

O

Explain and Discuss

ILS CommOn Worker Benefits

Inyitg Field Rep from.

Workmen's Compensation.karo

BOL Wage ,and Hour

Employment Division

01
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5. Claiths proceSs. f

'a. report to Employment Division

office.

.b. provide required'infor'mation..,

(1) employer's name and address.

(4) your social- security number.

(3) wage earning records. -

- .

(4) current address.
*

"6. Appeals/hearing process.

a. :initiated by worker.

b. in writing:

within time limits.

B. Wage arji Hour Commission

1. Purpose.

a*. )0, irivestigate,And attempt equit-
.

able settlement of wale claijns.

2. Areas claim review.

a. payloeriods.

b. pay days.

c. final pay days.

d. wage'payments in cases of dispute.

er- methods of compensation and over-

'time.

f. minimum wage laws.

g. limitation of hours in certain

industries.

h. restrictions on employment of

minors.

3. Jurisdiction.

a. Federal vs. State.

4. Claim Process.

a. contact wage and'hourcommissiOn.

4.



b. provide required information on

appropriate form.

.(1) dates of emiloyment.

(2) rife of pay.

(3) reason;for non-payment.

(4) estimate of disputed amount:.

C. wage claim conference.

d. collection process.
.

e. protection against retaliation for

filing a claim. 4

5. Time limIts.forliling:

a.- regular pay.

b. overtime pay.

C. Workers Compensation

Purpose

a. provide medical care payment for

on"-the-job accidents..

b. provide time loss payments.

c. provide payments rmanent

disability. .

d. provide death bent fits.

2. Source of benefits,

a. employer premiums for insurance.

b. employee contributions:

3. Level of benefits.

a. complete for medical -costs.

b. varies according-to level of final

disability:

%4. Eligibility. ,4

a. any job-related Occident or con-

dition causing the worker.to leave

work and seek medical treatMent.

O

-1

47

I

23
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r
5. tlqim prtcess.

a. report accident to'eployer.

b. fill out claid form.

(1) know your employer's legal

name..

(2) know youP employer's insurance

carrier,

c. see Your doctor7fbr treatment:

6. .Fina) deter4Mination.

a. doctor's statement of stabilized

condition.

'board'-findings of disability arid

payment.

7. Retipenihg claim for aggravation of

injury without a new injury.

a. contact employer's insurance com--

pany if occurs.within.the first

five years.

b. contact worker's compensation

board after five years. '

0

1.8 Trade Terminology

`A. Common Trade Terms -

1. Carpet -- fiber floor coveringolesigned

to spread from wall to wall.

2. Rugs--carpeting cut to fit areas less

than wall to wall':

.3. Rebond--shredded foam bonded together

. to form padding material. ,

4., Tile--floor covering material made of

vinyl or vinyl, asbestos mixture.

Comes in pre-cut squares.

ee
%%,

C.

;47

%OW

.t$
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5. .Underlayment--base marial, often

partical board, over which floor

'pvering is laid.-

6. Tack strip -- pre - nailed strips used to

fastencarpeting securely against edge

of room. Two types designed for wood,

and,coneeete applications.

7. Masticsiadhesjves--materials used to .

attach tiles and inyl securely to

subflboring..

8. Vinyl--man made plastic compound used

to formulate sheet flooi. covering.

9. Seam--joint where two pieces .of flobr-

iA are jcined. May be stitched,

taped or fused.

10. 'Grade= -term used to denote quality of

flooring.

11. Pile--length of fiber extending from

carpetbacking.
a

12. Lofting--fiber treatment to...4dd bulk

but not weight.

1 13. Gauge - - number, ends of surface yarn

per inch across carpet. - --
1

14. Pattern repeat-- measurement-denoting

distance before pattern starts over

again. Used for matching purposes.
.

15. Layout -- marking` centerlines foe start-
.

. .

ing title using a tape and chalk line.

16. R1r-7weighted cylindrical tool used

tdTess floor coverings- into mastics

e adhesives.

17. Utility knife--hand-held knife with

replaceable straight edged blade, used

to cut fldor covering material.

A

,t>
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lth Linoleum knife-%-hand-held knife with

hooked nose blade used to cut linoleum

and otherssheet coverings.

19.:.Chalk line--chalk covered string used

to mark4layout on floors for tile.

20.t ,Trowel.--hand-held tool,with sertated-
.

edged metal blade used.tc apply mastic

and adhesives.

21. Stair tool--chisel shaped tool with

broad, 4011 head-used-to seune carpet

. - to
,

tack strip.

22.- Knee kicker--springloaded device witb

adjustable resistanca and teeth used

t9 stretch carpetihg.

A

est
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2.0 Diagnostic Testing/Floor Layer

INSTRUCTIONAL OUTCOMES: The Student will complete a Specific Aptitude Test
Battery (SATB), administered by a gualified examiner and will have the results
explained by a qualified examiner,. .

INTRODUCTION.! The General Aptitude Test Battery is a standardized test that
has become recognized as the best validated multiple test battery in existence'
for use In vocational guidance. The tests are used by apprenticeship commit-
tees to assist in the,screening process for appropriate candidates when appren-
ticeship openings occur,'andtto prmlide individuals with an indication of the
probability of their being successful in z particular trade.

Many apprenticeship programs require-applicants to have certain aptitudes as
demonstrated by passing appropriate tests. For example, the appliCant may be
,required to pass Specific Aptitude Test, Battery (SATB) administered by the
State Job Service. SATBs test two or more of the following nine general
aptitudes: .general learhipg ability (cognitive functlioning), verbal aptitude;
numerical aptitilft, spetial,aptitude, form perception (ability. AD perceive

small . detail), clerical Rerception (ability to distinguish pertinent detail),
motor coordination,fing& dexterity and manual dexterity. ,

I
4A

Edch battery tests different combinations.of thesenine general aptitudes
because each occupation requirei,different specific 'abilities. The following

SATB tests and cutting'scores are required by the apprehticeship committee
fdrothe trade, The student should be aware of the trade. requirements and
determinehow he or. she feels About his or her abilities in the tested
aptitudes in order to-make a career decision.

PRESENTATION.

TEACHING OUTLINE , TEACHING METHODS AND AIDS

2.1 SATB

A. Complete exam de'scribed.below

Key: Trade Occupation Code # for the occupar

tion

SATB for the trade = Recommended cutting.

P



-44
score for the trade

Location of the SATB within the GATB

4*

FLOOR LAYER (CONST., RETAIL TR.) S#185

Numer.ical Aptitude = 85 ,

Arithmetic Reason; Book II, Part 6
7 /

Computation; Book I, Part 3

--Spatial] Aptitude = 95

Three Dimensional; Book I, Part 3

Manual Dexterity = 80

#9 Place, #10 Turn,-Board

4 . Cutting ScoreS

Adult Grade 10

Numerical Aptitude 80 . 75f ..

Spatial Aptitude 95 , 94

'Manual Tlexteriiy ,', 85 79

B. Discuss Results:

-

Grade 9

74

"31

76

e)c-N
4.0

L
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3.0 Survival Skills/Floor Covering

INSTRUCTIONAL OUTCOMES;. The student will learn and practice fundamental concepts
in: a) dealing with expectations, b) communication skills, c) giving and receiv-
ing feedback, d) dealing with interpersonal conflict, e) group problem-solving,
goal-setting and decision-making, f) outside influences and responsibilities,
g) identifying individual strengths, h) appropriate work habits and attitudes,
and, 0 phases of job. search and worklife.

INTRODUCTION:. Training and proficiency in human relations skills are essential
for successful adaptation to worklife. All too often in job preparation pro-
grams, these basic survival skills are neglected or put aside in favor of
training in the technical aspects of work.

This topic describes the many skills necessary to become a stable, productive
and satisfied worker.

PRESENTATION

TEACHING OUTLINE

3:1 Expectations

A. Predicting the future

1. Self-fulfilling prophecies

a. setting yourself up for failure

b. thinking ppsitively

23

TEACHING METHODS AND AIDS

ILS Survival Skills-Expectations-

PREPARATION

Be familiar with the material

beforehand, and think up some

relevant examples

AVAILABILITY

Beavailable to. students. Go

around those students, reading

the material. Be prepared to,

answer and ask questions that

increase students' understanding.



I

ar

B. Two-step process to opening up expecta-

tions.

1. Being idealistic and realistic

a. being creative and having ideas

b. keeping close to the facts

ELICIT RESPON4. .

Ask individuals what they would/

like to do-most of all. 'Use

their reply even if it 'seems

trite. Suggest two'alternative

possibilities - -the worst and

the best. Ask how each would

affect that student's feelings

and behavior at this moment:

'

RELEVANT COMPARISONS

illustrate creativity from

movies, TV oewriting. Tell the

begioning of a'story and ask for

suggestions on how it might end:

GiNp the original Writer's ver-

sion. Show how anything is

allowed in creative ideas.

Suggest students read court .

reports or news coverage.

c. effects of leaving out one of the STUDENTS' EXAMPLES

two steps. Encourage extreme examplei of

d. coffibining the two

-*C. Prejudice about other groups.

O

D. Being a winner

- fantasy and ofisticking close to
.

the facts.

EXAMPLES bF PREJUDICE

Show how stereotypes arise out

of stereotyped expectations.

ROLE MODEL

Belleard thinking.positively.

Encout-9! positive thinking in'

students.,

v



E. Self- Assessment-- looking'at common per-

sonal expectations

P. post Assessment

3.2 ComMunication Skills

A. Good communication

1. two-way process

importance

1. innate abilities

4. showing mutual respect

B. Active listening.

1. Centering attention on the other

person.

.a. being seen to be, listening

**b: finding out what is important to the

other per'-'son

.c. following the,other.perebn's lead

,d. listening to feeling

2. Checking that you have understood what

the other, person is communicating.

-a. checking feeling

4

IDENTIFY PROBLEM AREAS

Go through questions to see

where students are putting

themselves down. Give encour-

agement. Ask'what they want

to change.

EXPLAIN

Read through examples, answer

questions.

FLEXIBILITY
4

Allow students to.demonstrate

their understanding in less than

suggested number of situations.

ILS SurviVal Skills-Communica-

tion

PREPARATION

Be familiar with the material.

BEING A ROLE MODEL

Demonstrate active listening..
Ensure that students voice prob.--

lems and doubts. Allow frequent

opportunity for students to

give responses to on- going wor4k.

Be ready to demonstrate bad

examples of listening,fto group,

or individuals, and contrast

with good examples.'

41



b. checking content

c. when it is inappropriate

C. Being listened to.

1.-Your rights as an individual

2. When to keep quiet

3. Avoiding being aggressive

4. A three-step approach

a. showing you understand

b. taking responsibility for your own

feeljngs

c. suggesting alternatives

D. Overall importance of respect for indiv-

iduals

1. Cotmunication betvieen equals
(

s,

E. Self-Assessment

1. How individuals communicate with

others

F. Practicing the skills in triads
'

i,,t,,,

,l. Active listener of personal experience
NAits.,

Rdleplay being listened to

ASSERTIVENESS

Draw examPles from books on

being assert Think up

apprtpriate exa Ales in work

Agtext.', Discuss aggressive

responses with individuals.

Describe alternative approaches.

Discuss possible exceptions- -

where aggression might be\appro-

priate. .

INSTRUCTOR/STUDENT RELATIONS

'Assess relations in class in

terms of respect for, and equal-

ity of, individLials. Ask stu-
'

dents for comments.

IDENTIFY PROBLEM

Give help and encouragement."

Find out from students what

skills they want to practice.

TRIADS

Form triads (trios) as students

finish Self Assysment. )\

FEEDBACK

Listen to one example of active

listening in each triad. Give .

suggestions for improvement.

Be open'to alternative situa-

tions'for the role-play. En-

`sure students are willing 'to

ipracticepeing sensitive to

possible reluctance and sh ness

Be Prepared to role play your-

self. -.-

I

I
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3.3 Givingland receiving feedback '

A. Importance df being.able to give praise

and criticism (introduction).

B. Importance of group support d-iiii4rk

1. Being a team member

2. Building a-team

a. knowing where you are

b. pull4ng your weight

c..responsibilities for others

d. group aims and goals

3. Poor working environments

a. indirect communicatinil

. b. not knowing 'where you stand. -

C. Reading attitudes

1. Hired or fired?

How do you come across to other.people
4t

3.-Intepreting other people's behavior

D. Giving and receiving positive opinions

1, Importance of praise

2. Taking compliments

3. Giving praise

E. Getting and giVingcriticisM, -

1. Its importance

2. Being critici/ed

3. Avoiding being threatened

4. Between equals

F. Self 4iessment,:Feelings and Preferenc s

. .

ILS Survival Skills-Giving and

Receiving Feedback .

PREPARATION

Be familiar with the material

and prepared to participate

'actively and equally.

FACILITATION .

Facilitate continuously the

building of group support. Give

extra support to students who

have difficulties participating

i

fully. Enlist help of more

confident and erbal to share

the responsibility. Give sup-

port, but prinbipally be a neu-

tral chairperson or facilitator.

'Encourage group members to ob-

serve each others' non-.Verbal

behavior between class times.

POSITIVE REINFORCEMENT

Give frequent verbal praise to

individuals who are working well

and to the group as it'becomes

more supportive

MONITORING

Walk around and ask permission tc

join i, n some partner discussions.

Encourage greater depth. Avoid

any judgments. Use paraphrase
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.

ang feeling as checking ski:s:

. ,
A DEVELOPING PROCESi

Introduce When group is'ready.

First three assignments cei4le

G. Assignments

1. Telling individuals what you like

'

2. Reading attitudes within the group.

3. Opening self-sharing important exper::"`

iences

. Receiving direcl positive feedback

5. Receiving direct positive and negative'

feedback

H. Post Assessment

-3.4 Dealing with interpersonal conflict,

A. Consequences of poor'interpersonal 'Tie-

dolls I / .

----- 6

bd practied even before module

has been tread. Explain, in turn

each.assignment to wholes group.

Deal with dorries, doubts or

questions before you begin.

Use all your facilitating skills.

Especially be sensitive to mm-

bers' nowlverbal responses.

Follow up, after the class,

on any individual who is upset.

At all times encourage positive

support within the group.

Be prepared to intervene if

criticism becomes too-ne:gative.

Organize small greu{a or ieed

discussion of whole group. Vse

small groups to.extend each

individual's range of inter-

actions.

ILS Survival Skills-Dealing wit

Interpersonal Conflict

PREPARATION

Be faiiiiliar with the Material

and ready to supply further

"'relevant examples from the`
w
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. B. Recognizing conflict in a work context

1.. Open arguments

2. 'Possible. ,causes

3. Consequences ,

C: Thersand'Us atmplPhere

1. The condftions you deserve',..

2. Whose ,responsibility?

D. UnproductiVe ways of solving. conflict

1. Finding someone to blame .

E. Productive ways of solving conflict
.

1. Taking responsibility for doing some-

thing about it

a: when people fell threatened by you

b. when you feel threatened

F. Remaining passive.

-1. Poor working.conditions

2. Phy4iological and psychological prob-

lems

3. Irrational fears

a. fear of not being liked

b. fear of,hurting othe, s

G. Action model for solving interpersonal

conflicts

1. Choosing the best time
..

2. Taking responsibility for your feeling;

world of work.

BE AVilLABLE

Encourage students to comment and

question points as they arise.

Ask,them to cqme,up with their

own examples, either confirming

or disconfirming the information.

No.

RESPONSIBILITY

Throughout Survival Skills,-in-

'dividUal responsibility is re-;

peatedly stressed. Periodically,

reassess your own role. Avoid

.being pushed into the "expert". ;

stance. Try to be an impartial

facilitator, encouraging stud-

ent's learning without passing

judgments. Ensure students take

responsibility for What they want

to achieve.

1

4

4.)
41.1 tjr
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3. The four-step language formula.

a.'tell the other person that what he

or she is doing is upsetting you

b. speak your feelings

c. describe how his or her behavior is

affecting you

d. suggest an alternative

N. Negotiating

1. Give and fake-

- 2. Compromise

i4 Discrimination and prejudice

1. Different types

2. Dealing with it

J. Self Assessment

5\

K. Assignments

1. Sharing in small'groups.:

L. Post Assessment

1. The formula'

t

Al

IDENTIFY IMPORTANT GROUP ISSUES

'Deal jn a neutral manner With

examples of discrimination. 'Ask

indtv4duals for personal Aexper-

.lence.of racial and sexual prej-

udifesand discrimination. Fac-,

ilitate discussion on Equal Opp-
.

ortunify and A ?firmative Actions.

Invite.solutions to problems fpaie

group members.

NEW ISSUES

Be aware of any controversial

issues that ariseduring the,
,

Self Assessment. Iptioduce them

to the-group. for 'gerleral discus-
.

sion;

ORGANIZE GROUPS

Fprm groups as students finish

writing. Limit talk to five

minutes on each'topic. Maintain,

some urgency by announcing the

five minute intervals.

COLLECT WORK

Read and makeencouragiuy
.

6 a
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2. Personal examples

3.5 Group Problem Solving, Goal Setting and

Decision-making.

4N

A. 1U-step model

1. Define the problem

2. Look at the knowq facts

a. what is happening

b. who is involved

c. when does the problem occur

d. where does it occur

e. why has it become a problem

3: Agre on your goals

4.'Pool ideas for achieving-your main

goal without evalpating them

5. Look more closely at some of the more

interesting and unusual ideas

6. Include any other ideas that you think

might be helpful /
7. Agree on some guidelines for achieving

your goal

a. be specific about minimum behavior

required

8.'Decide on a plan to implement your

proposed solutions

9. Assess)the likelihood of success ,

10. Evaluate the success of your decisions

- after they have been implemented.

B. Self Assessment

written comments. Arrange con-

tract for completion of work with

any! students who produce low

standard work.

ILS Survival Skills -Group Problem

Solving, Goal Setting Ind Dec-

ision-Making .

PREPARATION AND MATERIALS

Know the 10-step model without

having to refer to it on the page

Work through the process before-

hand. Have photocopies of the

model.

Have ready one large newsy int

pad and one marker for every

five students. ChooSe about six

examples of unusual tools or

materials that students are un-

likely to have seen. Have them

ready, but hidden. Get advice

from specialists beforehand.
o

AVAILABILITY

Go around students in class whit

they are reading material. Help

them understand the 10 steps.

CHECK LACK OF UNDERSTANDING

Cook over individualSl-answers.

Give help for misunderstandings.



C. Assignment in small groups

1. Producing quality of ideas

2. Practice thinking creatively

is

c-%

3. Identifying unusual objects:.

4. Quality circle

p

MATERIALS REQUIRED
71

Sheets of newsprint and suf-

ficient markers

ARRANGE GROUPS

During these assignments, there

may be laughter and a lot of

excited talk., Enccurage,comp-

osition of groups On basis'of

who works well together rather

than primary friendship. Keep

groups separated by space. Go

around groups, sit in and parti-

cipate. Keep 'up speed of work

by giving limited time to gather

ideas.

Invite spokesperson from each

group to'report back on ides.

Write down ideas as they are

giVen and summarize range of

proposed solutions.

OBJECT) REQUIRED .
Sgliply one object for each group.

Choose trade tools or material's

that most students are ur,likcl:,

to have used.

MONITOR PROGRESS

Encourage written records of

proposed solutions. Ensure,L1

members of each group take some

responsibility for_finished pro-
.

duct. If possible, get results

typed out so, they can be sha-ed

within ,larger group.

.
.
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D. Post Assessment

3.6 Wider influences and responsibilities

A. Rel,tions with people in authority

1. Formal workplace

a. job titles

b. hierarchy

2. Informal workplace
,

a. Ltriviritten rules and-unstated expec-

tations

3. Showing respect and being relaxed

I

.1

B. Relations with family and friends

1..Changes in responsibilities
.

2. Affects of changes on old relationships

a. being prepared

b. communicating problems

3. Planning quality fime

° a. keeping work problems at work

b. maintaining relati'onship's.

.PREPARE HANDOUT-

Have copies of 10-step model..

Make sure'students check what

they havetritten and correct it.

'PERSONAL EVALUATIONS

Invite students to read out or

tell others what they wrote under

2 in the Pos"i'Assessment.

ILS Survival Skills-Wider Influ-

ences and Responsibilities

PREPARATION

Be familiar with the module and

gather useful newspaper cuttings,

brochures and leaflets that il-

lustrate the range of possible

inflUence4Pon 'somebody settling

down to work.

BE A READY RESOURCE

Give examples ,informally to

students from personal 'experience

-.to back up infoimation.

.

DRAW ON STUDENTS' EXPERIENCE

'Encourage individuals to; think of

relevant illustrations from their

own experience in a work setting.

4

N.



4. Keeping $ leisure activities

5. Home problems at work

a. leaving problems at home

b. serious problems

C. Other influences

1. apprenticeship

2. union

3. social organizations

4. other workers

5. state and federal 'agencies`

D, Self Assment

. Assignment

F. Post Assessment

'o

41,
I

A

°

-SUPERVISION

Ask students to show their an-

swers to the Self Assessment.

Since it is a test of compre-

hension,follow up on any dif-

ficulties revealed.

CHOOSING PTNERS

Encourage students to work with

someone different each time.

After majority of students have

completed .assignments,liold a

report-back session with whole

group. Ask students to summ'ar-4

ize and draw conclusions from -

* reports given.

DEMONSTRATE

Show whatAs required by illus-
.

trating it on a chalkbdard.

, .

4

40
p
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3.7 Ideneifyin4'and developing individual
: .4

strengths .

A.'Mlbating,yourself,and others.
4'

41. ExPectations,

2. Perilii'al:theories

a. predicting

b. controlling

B. Identifying 'personal values

T. Significant role models-

'10

.e

2. Eliciting personal constructs-
.

3. Bi-polar. nafUre.q constructs

,e

ILS Survival Skills- Identifying

and Developing Individual Stre-

ngths

PREPARATION

Work through module beforehand.

Acquaint yqurself with any areas

that might cause difficulties in

understanding. Make extra copies

of exercise sheets. .Refer to

ILS Expectations.'

AVAILABILITY

Be at hand throughout this mod-

ule. For students to discover

significant things about them-

selves, instruction>ust be

followed closely. Ensure t.hat

- students have had a personal

relationship with each of people

listed in right column. Ask .

them to put names they used to

addreSs these people.

Check students' understanding of-

.procedure. If necessary, go

.through method with whole group:

Ensure that the description As of

importance to each student and

not superficial, such as hair

color, etc.

Sti-ess that there is no correct

answer; ft is important for each

_perso n to write what seems op-

posite to.him or per personally

regardless of what anyone else

might say.

*

41
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- 4. Identifying important personal Values

5. Evaluating yourself.

a. as you feel you are

a

b.,as you would, like' tote

c. looking at the amount of congruity

6. Evaluating significant others

a. :oMparing rating
. 4

ARRANGE PARTNERS

Go around and offer interlia-

tions if requested or encourage

students to'draw conclusions. .

Ask what they recognize end what

is new.

DISCUSS WITH INDIVIDUALS 0

SMALL GROUPS,

Be tentative,about what is ident-

ified. The conclusions can only

be significht if the individual

finds them significant, Use

words and phrases such as...flit

seems...," you may..." "I would

guess...." it might indicate..'

Use:grid to prompt questions

rather than answers.

IN PARTNERS

Suggeit each student in turn

tries to describe what people th

other one might like and. what

people he or she might not like,

based on thZ.constructs on paper.

C. Influences on personal decisions Ensure ihatstudents follow in-

1 much are you in control of your own s ttions.closeilx,,EncOrage

them totsearch,for all infhence

2. Positive and negative influences. If they have difficulty, suggest

4. other people situations where studenn make

choices, e.g. career, friends,

.classes out-of:-school activitie

.`

b. aspectt of self

c. oeganizations.

A

4 2
. A

°



D. Time management

I. Organizing skills

2. Being responsible for your own life

3. Prime time

4. Making a time chart

a. procedOre

b.-interpretation

E. Post Assessment

1. Person values

2. Influe4Ces

3. Use of time

44,

EXTRA COPIES

Have ready prepared extra copies

of time chart

Ensure agreement on completing

time chart. Go over, method of

calculating actual time.

Illustrate on chalkboard or

newsprint paper; gjve example of

..one day's record. Use tally
.

system.

CHECK STUDENTS' UNDERSTANDING

Do this before anyone starts'

recording. It migKbe 'advisabl

to go'Over procOures one day

ahead and practjc'e be done in

class.

Collect, read and hand back dur-

ing class. Give encouraging

comments.

3/4



3.8 Worksite Visits

A. Building realistic expectations
.

L'Questipning job descriptions
tn.:

2, .The. human- side of the job

.3. On-the-jab visits

4. Talking with people in.thtrade .

B. Group visits
4

1. Exposure to different working eriviron-

4

meets

2. Practice in observati

3. Asking, questions

C. 'Individual visits

1. After working hours

2. Interviewing the worker

3. Arranging the visit

D. Self Assessment-COmprehensjon

r

ah
E. Assignment

1, Looking at Help Wanted ads

. ap

t'

ICS Survival SkillsrFinding a Job

Worksite Visits

PREPARATION'

Arrange with any cempany that

allows it a group Visit during

working:hours.

Have sufficient copies foruse by

whole class Qf Help Wanted ads

from local newspapers.

Become an 'informed source of

possible contacts for student

interviews. with journeymen and

apprentices.

CHECk AintRARDIRe'

4 Fngure students comprehend alJ

of the material before:making any

contacts or visits.

'HELP. WITH ASSIGNMENTS

Supply, Help Wanted sections- -one

to each student. Suggest they

read through and circle in ink

interesting ads. Stress impor-

tance that each works on his or

her own; it, is practice in look-

ing for jobs. Collect what

students write and report back



'2: Writing realistic.job descriptions.

4

3. ContiCting a journeyman or apprentice

4: Asking questions

5. Making a group visit

6. RipOrting back

7. Discussion

to whole group with summary of

students findings.*

Read and comment on students'

descriptions. With individual's

permission, read out selection

to whole group and invite com-
.

parisons? with jo6descriptions.

in newspap.er.

Supply names and encourage stu-

dents to come up with own con-'

tacts. If necessary, twostu-

dents could team up to make a'

visit.

Role play tele'phone contact and

get students to copy out sug-

gested questions. Make individ2

ual contract with each student,

setting deadlines to call, to

visit and to report back. Check

on progress and shae'with rest

of group.

Arrange for individuals to report

back to whole group at same
,

session.
,

.

Go Over obserwtions and ques-

tions beforehand. Ask students

to write questions down. Divide

Vquestions, and o d r of asking,

among group. Add any.other

questions sugges00_by group.

Ensure that each student reco740,

his or her observations. Invite'

individuals to report on their

feelings and findings.
.

Lead group discussion on overall
..

0
findings.



3.9 Restimes.

A. Natut'e and funct'ion

1. Self advertisement

2. SAimary of strengths and skills

3. Different ways to-use resumes
A

4. Contrast applicatipn forms

B. Extracts from resumes

1.'People'withlittleswork experience

2. Presenting the best interpretation

of the facts

C:Suggested format .

1. Position desired

a. finding out about the job

b. matching yor,skills

2. Education .

3. Relevant work experien4

4. Other relevant experience

5. Personal data

6. References

a. making «a list of your achievements

D. Identification of your skills

1. Personal and interpersgnal skills

2. Skills used in leisure and work activ-..

itieS

a. what could go wrong

b. .what skiils you need to avoid mis-

tAkes

c. \stamp collecting

'd. planting a larden

E. A professional finish ,

1. Typing

2. Paper

"Arrange another worksite visit.

ILS Survivial Skills-Finding a

Job-Resumes

PREPARATION ANDMATERIALS
o

Large) pad of newsprint and.suf-

ficient markers 'for.group. En-
t

sure that there are' adequate flat

surfaces.

el 6

vol



01.

L

F. Cover letter

T. Why them?

2. Why you?

3. Let's meet

G. Self Assessment.

1. Personal and interpersonal skills

n a job context

ti

3. Analyze three examples of work

H. Post Assessment

1. Organizing personal,workexperience

4

a.

0

HELPING WITH ASSIGNMENTS

Be available throughout; when

students are workifng on Self

and Post Assessment. Write on

chalkboard furthei suggestion,

of personal and interpersonal

skills.
r' 6

Suggest students help each

other in finding relevant exam-r

plesof their application of

skills.

Allow partners lo choose each

other. Emphasize broad defini

tion of work to include paid

and unpaid, part-time, etc. .

Give examples.,

Mpdel how studets can help each
.

other. Go arou d and

to elicit relevant infor-

mation.
,

Supply sheets of newsprint and

markers. Tell students to Use

the full area of paper. Check

that students are recording all

the suggested information.

Inspect sheets individually and

suggest/ best way to 'organize

data. Advise'on iwhereto n-

clude or omit,dates and which

experience to groUp or

1

'

11.
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'a

.*

S

2. Writing a draft resume

2 .

a

s

2

0

.v

0

separate.

.Give encouragement and direct

1:00 with drafting of resume.'

Take best draft, type'it and

duplicate it",on quality*co7.ored

papek. With permission of

dent, share with whole group. .

Ericourage sharing of draft res-
.

ume. Offer tb help later if

ipdividuals want to develop a

finished version of resume.

0

4

."

t

e

.

6



3.10 Interviews

A. Subjective nature of interviews

1. Content of hiring interviews

2. Interviewers' opinions

3. Interviewees pinions

B. Facts and opin ns

1: Gi'ving honest inions

2. Interpreting fac

3. Quoting reference and examples

4. Deciding hat is relevant '

C. Employers' expectations

1. Objective measures of aptitude and

',achievement

2. Appropriate attitudes and work habits

D. How to cpma1unicate interest and enthu-

siasm

1. Be genuine
0.

2. Be informed

3. Showing enthusiasm

non-venbafly.

b. how to speak and what to sway

',E. How to comfl6icate that you will be a

good worker

1. Finding examples

F. How to show ybu are trainable

1. .School and non-ichool
.410,

G. How to show you work well with people

1. Rglat-ions with the, interviewer

2. Giving examples"

H. flow to be realistic about what you want

.1.' Knowledge of the work environment

2. Knowledge of the career structure

3. Answering.questions about goals

V

ILS Survival Skills-Finding a Job-

Interviews

PREPARATION AND MATERIALS

Read material beforehand and re-

call examples from own experience.

Have two copies-.of observers'

checklist for each student. .

e

or

r I.



I. Appearance

1. Clothes

2. *Doming

J. Nen-verbal behavior

1. Punctuality

2. Neryoushess

'1. 3. Body posture

4. Gestures

5. Smoking and chewing

K. Being positive

-1. About yourself

2. About others

L. Self Assessment

1. Role play

a. interViewer

b. interviewee

obsetNzIL

2. List of, questAions 14'

3. Checklist
.

.7

11. Post Assessment'

1. Intei-view in front of the group

2. Questions from Joint Apprenticeship

Committee

3. Givirig, positive feedback

4

El

FORM TRIADS

Gogthrough checklist to ensure

understanding. Choose best

:,working grotips. Keep it moving

bylimiting time for each.role

play:.,.:Be willing to-model pos-
,0.1.,. )

itive answers 'in interviewee's'
- .

Atk, for,a,ANOunteer, then allow
=

)10n1 hiptto select next inter-

v4ewed (vS4ggest use lf obser-

thealiq, plus any other

p' esAive.coMments, GiVe feed-

sbaek\ft:om goUP and yourself,

immedftelY after-each interview:

Invite interviewee to share his

or%berAftrgings experienced

during role play.

0



3.11 Appropriate work habits and attitudes
.

A. Surviving on the job.

1. Keeping informed

o

B. Employer's expectations

1. Being pubctual and dependable-

20BIOng honest

3. Being loyal

4. .Be 'willing to learn and able to

take criticism

C., Expectations of ,fellow workers

1. Proving your competence

2. Being reliable and dependable

3. Being a learner

4. .Being enthusiastic and interested

5. Being honest and loyalk

D. Proving your competence to your super-

...visor

1. High standard of__>tork

2. Keeping a written record of your

achievements.

3.,Showinj initiative

k 4. Taking on responsibility

5. Asking for he10`,

E. Interference of personal habits

1. Substance abuse .-

2. Seeking help

ILS Survival Skills-Finding a Job

- Appropriate Work Habits and

AttitUdes J

BE 'l

Share personal experience with

individuals. Encourage students

to ask any older people about

work habits and attitudes. Give

time for sharing students' find-
,

ings.

Show relevance of previous mod-

ules to both 2 and 3. Ask indiv-

iduals -what expectations a member

of Survivil'Skills class has.

POSSIBLE DISCUSSION

What do individuals expect of

=friends? What are peer group's

attitudes toward 4?

tr.

BeAmItive to possibiliiy of

substance abuse affecting student

performace. Learn physical in-

dicators; have referral-addresses

available;
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F. Self Assessment
-1,0t4p.)

G. Post Assessment

SUGGESTED READINGS:

Alberti, R.E. and Emmons, M.
Your Perfect Right
Impact, 1974.

Check comprehension.

Tell studentstudents to repeat reading

and doing Post Assessment yfitil'

accept le standard is reacjied.

Disc s with individual's any

disagreements over appropriate

answers, and be flexible.

°Blicq, Rom
On the Move: Communication for Employees
PT-entice-Hall, 1976

Bolles, Richard N.
The'Three Boxes of Life^
Ten Speed Press, 1978

Past, Julius. 0
Body Language
Pocket Book,s4, 1971

Chapman, Elwood N.
Your Attitude is ShOwing: A Primer on Human
Relations -

Science Re arch Associates, 1972

e.
, Ford, George A.

Planning your Future: A workbook for Personal
Goal Setting
University Associates, 1976

McCay, dames T.
The Management of 7me
Prentice-Hall, 1977,

Nelson, Robert E.
Decision Making
Vision Publishing, 1976

t

Peale, Norman V.
The Power of Positive Thinliing'
Prentice-Hall, 1952.

r



4.0 Trade Math

INSTRUCTIONAL OUTCOMES: The student will complete a diagnostic examination to
determine his or her'level of'math competency,, and will receive instruction in
those areas of mathematics.in which he pr she experiences difficulty.

INTRODUCTION: People in every, apprenticeable occupation routinely use mathematics

in their work. The.skjlled worker who can perform fast and accurate math cal-

culations can work quickly and efficiently.

PRESEUTATION

. ,

TEACHING OUTLINE' EACHING METHODS AND AIDS _

4.1 Math Diagnosis

A. Used to test skills

1. Math diagnostic exam, Attached:

- or other suitable exam.

1

4.2 Math Remedial ',

A. 'Used to upgrade skills

1. Modules, as listed, improve -
,,,....

t
performance levels. 1;

Explain "placement exam" concept

Administer exam

Grade performance

Assist'student to.achieve

performance leVel



ILS Math -- Linear Measurement

ILS Math--Whole Numbers

;Pr

BLS
40).

Addition

Subtraction

Multiplication.

Division

Math -- Addition & Subtraction of

common fractions and mixed numbet's°

ILS Math--Multiplication & Division of

common_fraaions and whole and mixed

,numbers

ILS 1. Math--Compoundipumbers

ILS Mith--Percent4.

ILS Math-Ratio and Proportion

tLS Math--Decimals

Addition

".Subtraction

Multiplication

Qivision

t

-7t

Math--Perimeters Areas'and Volumes

ILS 'Math--Circumference and Area of Circles

ILS Math- -Areas of Plane Figures, Volumes-
, . .

of Solid Figures ,

ILS Math--Metnics

...

Imomar.4....

O
I

co"
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T.

4.0 Trade M6th Diagnosis
Placement Test

O
fr

t

Name

Date

'Read the distance from-the start of. thg ruler to 'the letter's A through 0 to
the nearest-1/32".

A=

16

III

H

B=

0=

D=

E=

2
IlI II III III ).111

4 ' K

'F=

G=

c \

Ili Ili II I [I

I= N=

J= 0=
,

4
I

a .*



2.

fif

686 + 240 + 1,3204-- 16 + 400

N
A ,a

40 16

292 X_16 =

180 5 =

A contractor buys 400 sacks of rock for three dif ferent jobs. On the first
job he uses 78 sacks; on the second, 85 sacks; and on the third,205 sacks.
How many sacks ddes he have left?

A contractor's bid on a school *building is $78,2b5. When one wing is
omitted to cut costs, he is able to cut his bid by $16,228. What is his
new figure?.

3.

If abundle of rock lath weighs 35 lbs. and it is permissible to place 700
lbs: on any one area on a floor, how many bundles can be placed on any one -

area?

If'5 lbs. of putty are requiredto install one..1,1,ght of glass, how many
lights can be installed with 85 lbs.?



,

4.

C

The improper fraction 48/32 expressed as a mixed number is:

op

,

The mixed number 4 3/8 expressed as an impropeis fraction is

What is the least common denominator for the following group of fractions:
1/8, 1/2, 1/4, and 1/12?

What is the sum of the following fractions: 7/8, 3/4, and 9/16?

° vIf 3/4 is subtracted from.11/12,,the difference is:

A

The sum of 1 5/8,'2 11/64, and 194/4' isl

4.*

5.

One roof is 1/3 larger in area than another. The smaller roof tak6ti24
squares of roofing material. How many squares of roofing material will the
larger roof take?



O

Ogettnird of d box 01 qta..:, i needed to ()lap: the north elevation of a
building; 2/3 of a box is needed toolaze the south elevation;'1/16 of a
box is needed to glaze the east ,#Tevation; and 1/2 of a box is needed to
glaze the west elevation. How liany;:boxes are tneeded to glaze all four
elevations?

From a bundle containing 101 linear feet of molding, a cabinetmaker uses
the following amounts: 11 1/3', 8'3/4', 12 1/6', and 9 5/8'. How. many
linear 'feet of molding does he use ln all?

a

6-

The product Of.1/2 X 7/8 is:

The quotient of 1/4 1/3 is:

s

If a roll of carpet weighs 467 1/2 lbs. and a running foot of the carpet
weighs 2 1/B lbs., how many running feet are in the roll?

A piece'of pipe must be cut to 3/8 the length of another pipe, which is 9'
long. How long a piece must be cut?

$

V



Write each of the following as decimals.

Sevin tenths

Sixteen hundredths

Fifteen thousandths

EleVen'ter-thousandths

Two thousand one hundred fifty-two thousandths

Convert each of the following measurements to feet in decimals.

4' 6"

2' 4 1/4"

/'

.1

A house with a flowlarea of 1,860 sq. ft. is estimated to cost $18,042.
What is the cost per square foot?
4 \

A stack of plastic sheets,measures 2.28n-thick, and it,is known that the
sheets average 0.06" in thickness. How many sheets are in the stack? .

8.

The labor cost for the concrete work fora. hpuse was $248. The material
cost $210. What percent of the total cost of the concrete work was for
material?'

1ft



An architect indicates a 1/8'. = 1'0" scale in tht draw:v; of a swimming
pool. What is this scale expressed as \a ratio?

On a tile job.in which fireclay is to be used,(a tilesetter tells his
helpeF to mix mortar according to the following formula:- 6 buckets
river-sand, 1 bucke,t of fireclay, and 2 bucketsof cement. What is the
ratio of sand to fireclay in the mixture?

9.

Divide 19' 2" by 3' 10".

How many pieces of 2'1 3"-wide gypsum lath will be needed to cover*a wall
48' 6" long?

10.

What is the perimeter of a room 20' wide- and 30' long?

What is the area, in square feet, of a floor 42' by 42'?

How many cubit yards of dirt have been removed for the basement and foundations
of a housef the excavation is 35' long, 35' wide, and averages 5' deep?

Co

0



Ihp dvd :01 d circular putting veer' with d of 1/' how mdq
square feet?, .

0
-

What is the area of a circular floor with a diameter of/I0' 6", tosthe
nearest square foot?

What is the'area, in square inches, of an acute triangle with a baSe of
8 1/2' and an altitude of 11 1/4"?

6What is the area ill squan feet, of the floor shown below?

How Many cubic yards of concrete will be needed for the foundation walls
and footings in the plan below if the walls are 6" thick and 18" deep, and ,

if the footings (shown in dotted lines) will.require 2,5/27 cu. yd. of concrete?

1. 6 3, 7

2. 6 2/3 4. 7 1/6 r).s

le-- 9'0" --et



4 - ' . .. .' 6

ts > 4
'I / 48, ,

N - 7 6

, ..Il. What is the total area, ;n sTivare fleet, cf the extrrior ;a11 and gable
..

Ci
shown be,low, exCludirig window areas?

0

6

a

__J__,_n 3"tr 11
20;0!

,
.

11.- Metrics

3 inches

5.44 inches

7 feet,

3.2 feet

6.5 yards

15.3 m

12.7 cm .

50.8 mm

0

0

am

4

o

1 4

G2

m )

m

m

inches

inches

inches

,

4,
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5.0 Physical Requirements/Floor'Cokiering

4.
INSTRUCTIONAL OUTCOMES: The student will demonstrate knowledge of physical
requirements of tie trade and the processes of physical development.

INTRODUCTION: The trade requires certain physical skills and'abiljties of the
worker. It is necessary that the studentbe aware of the physical demandstf
the trade and understand factors of physical development.

r

. s

PRESENTATION

C.

...gmaa

TEACHING OUTLINE TEACHING METHODS AND AIDS

5.1 -Phys al Requirements

rength

1. Lifting.

a. material and equipment weighing

to 100 lbs.. (e.g. boxes of

floor tiles).

2. Carrying.

a. material and equipment weighing .

'20 to 100 lbs. (e.g. piedes of
-'

carpet).

3'. Pushing.

a. unrolling pad and carpet.

4. Pulling.

a. stretching aligning pad and car-

pet. ,

On-site visit or classroom

/simulation.

A. Demonstrate

B. Lead discussion or question

on job site

C. Discuss proper technique

D. Administer work sheet'



1. Balancin;1.

B. Balance

a, long', awkward rolls of material.

Boay Dexter ty

1. Stoopin .

a. re ching.down to floor level.

2. Oeeli g.

ying tile.

3. Crouc ing.

a. laying tack strip.

4. Craw ing.

a. /roving while.stretching,carpet.

D. Manual exterity

-1., Rea hing bel shoulder.

a. picking up material from floor

level.

2. Ha dling.

ai grasping tools.
I

3. FOgerilig. .
.}.

a. grasping and aligning tile.

4. Feeling.

a. checking for, even surface at

. joints.

1. :,:,Normal communication.

F. Hearing

1. Normal communication.

G. Vision

1. Normal- vision.

'a. movement around jobsite.

. v

4

I



2. Acuity near.

a. joint/seam alignment.

3. Acuity far.

a. overall surface appearance.

4. Color vision. t

a: -matching material cplors.

H. 15ordination

1. Hand-arm.

a. laying out material.

2. Foot-leg..

a. using knee bar.

o

r



-PHYSICAL ACTIVITIES PRESENT IN THE TRADE: REQUIREMENTS (to be completed by student) .

STRENGTH Weight Frequency BODY DEXTERITY

.

i

,Stooping

Degree

of
Activ.

Fre-
quency

MANUAL DEXTERITY

.

React'i'ng -above shoulder .

Decree
of

Activ.

Fre=

' uen

cy
,

Lifting

.

.

Carrying Kneeling '"

.

Reaching:beloiv Jemlder

.
,

,

--,--

Pushfng ... Crouching Handling
.

.

pulling
.

"Crawling

-
,

.Fingerij,g-

BALANCE

Climbing

Need Frequency' Standing. /
,

4r..

Feeling 1

. 'Sitting
-

'TALKING (speech)
.

. Fre-

pen(.

,
,

Walking

Balancing HEARING . . .

Acuity

.

Rang

.

Reclining //

VISION
.-.

, .

.

.

Normatylsion

Need Frequency VISION (Cont'
.

.

,

COORDINATION
.

Hand-arm .

.

Degree Fre:-

quern

Acuity-near

_

.

. .

visionColp/
. Fobt-leg

,. ,),

.

.

.

Acuity-far - '
/ .2/

/ Field of vision .

. .

,/c

//. Eye - Hand, -,Foot

I

N.

Depth perception %
1/ / .

1

/

5
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4
1 5.2 Individual Developmental Processes

A. Maturation

1. Causes physical changes.insheight and.

body prowortion..

2. Causes emotional changes

3. kgradual process/

4. Fluctuates from' person to persUrr

B. Nutrition

1. Vital t6 normal growth and develop-

ment.

2. Essential food groups.

a. da4tproducts.,

b. meat....

c. vegetables -and fruitp.

0d. bread and cergAls1,

. Personal Care and Exercise

1. Good gr5oming habits.

2.. Sufficient sleep and relaxation.

a. fatigue increases chances for

accidents.

3. Hobbies.

a. source of relaxation, help to

maintain good attitude.

4". Daily exercise.

a. stimuldtes interest.

.b. relieves.stress.

.4

D. Substance Abuse

1. Marijuana.

a. affects-hervous system.

b. affeots'thinkfng,.judgment end
. ,

es,

°Apt d.

lopordination.

c. long-term effects unknown.

ILS Physicai,Developept

Explanation andDjscussion

ft

Specialist

ft

*A

GC
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Po

2. LSO.

a. affects chemical level in brain.,

b. produces bizarre mental reactions.

3. Barbiturates.

a. one of most commonly abused digs.

b. slow responses.

c. physically addicting.

d. long-term use causes personaTity

disorders.

4. Amphetamines:

a. affect central nervous system.

b. commonly abused.

c. cause psychological dependence.

- d. dull emotions and impair ability

to make decisions.

5. Alcohol.

a. psychologically addicting.

E. Meeting Various Tfade'Reoyirements

1. Recognize and prepare.

-a. natural maturation kocesses may

play role.

b.. exercise wial play role.

"

.

On-job-site visitations and

consultation with occupational-

therapist.

444



11.

6.0. Safety

INSTRUCTIONAL OUTCOMES.: The student will be able to identify those hazards, acts '
and conditions which, affect safety on the job and will be, able to identify ways
to avoid or correct them.

INTRODUCTION: A good worker is a safe worker; injury affects production, as well
as the ability of a person to earn a living: 4

PRESENTATION

.6t

TEACHING OUTLINE TEACHING METHODS AND AIDS

_

6.1' General Safety

A. Ay4age--over 14,000 employees killed

each of past several years.

1. From 1960 to 1970 over 150,000 fatal-

ities.

2. Cost, excluding property damage,

$11.5 billion.

3. 50 million employee 'days lost in

1972.
, \)

B. Acciddnts

1. An unplanned and unforeseen occur-

rence
Itt

thatinterferes with or inter-
,

rup-ots orderly progress of activity.

Explain, DjscUs5 and Demstrate

Where Appropriate ",
t

ILS General Safety

1

70
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2. Should.be analyzed to determine why

and 6ow happened.

a. unsafe conditions; poor or defec-

tive equipment, podrThousekatop-

ing, inadequate lighting.

b. unsafe acts; loose-fitting clo.th-

ing; horseplay, removing guards.
.

.

. ..

C. OSHA el

1. Williams-Steiger Occupational Safety

and Health Act, 1970.

2. Requires employers to provide safe
A

conditions.

3. Requires employees te, comply.
,

4. Covers about 60-million people;

exclUdes fehral employees.,

6.2 Personal Safety

A. Safety Consciousness

1. 'Be aware'of good safety.practices.

a. learn the rules.
(

J ...
.

'B. Safety Awareness
..- -

,.

*1. Put safe ty,consciousness too. use.

. obey the rules:
,

C. Protection

-1. 130,000 head injuries in 1976.

2. `Wear clean, adjustable hard 'hat.

. e
. Eye and Face Protection

. 12000 eye injuries each day.

2. Wear safety glasses, goggles, Masks;

shields if near harsh Chemicals....K. i 4

..
' 3. . Wear safety glasses under shield.

A

...

a

i.

r

ILS Occupational Safety,-

0ersorial Safety

.. .

5.

R.

/

..

c t
. ..

6.



E. Hearing Protection

1. _far inserts lower high frequency.

2. Ear muffs lower low frequency.

-ow
F. Lung Protection

1. Mechanical filters protect against

non-toxic dust.

2.. Chemical-cartridge types protect

against low'concentration of some.

/7.

vapors.

3. Gas masks proteCt against organic

vapers and.toxic gases for limited

time:

4. Supplied-air-respirators protect

against high concentrations of gases

and fumes.

5. .Self- contained breathing apparatus

protects against high concentrations

of gases;, vapors, dusts, .etc.

6. Air line respirators protect. against

highcpncentrations of dusts,*fumes,

oists,-and 'low concentrations of
.

gases.

7. Select proper one for each. job.

G. Hand Protection.

1. Average of over 1,300' disabling hand

and finger injuries each -day in 1976;

2. 'Gloves.

a: asbestos protects againS't thermal

burns, hot or cold.

b. metal mesh protects against cuts

' and'shar0 objects.

c. rubber protects against electri-

cal and chemical burns

O

f
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d. neoprene and vinyl protect against

ohemicals.

e. leather protects against rough

objects, heat and sparks.

f. fabric protects against dirt,

- abrasions, slivers.

g. coated fabrics protect against

chemicag.

-3. Creams also .used:

H. Foot Protection

1. Over 200,000 disabling foot and toe

. injuries each year.

2. Wear leather steel-toed safety shoes

or boots.

6.3' Fire Types and Prevention

A. Fire Types

1. '."Class A" of wood, cloth, paper.

2.. "Class B" of liquids and gasesripain

greaSe.

"Class C" ofenergized Oectrical

equipment.

4. ".Class of metals ommetallic dustS.
4

.;

B. Methoditof Extinguishing

1. Absorb heat--add water.

2. Smother--add dry chemicals, foam.'

3. Remove fuel--shut off supply.

C: 'Fighting Classes of Fires

1.' Class A

a. water to cool heat.
. ,

/".

ILS Fire Types and Prcyention

4'

2



2. Class B.

la. CO2, powder to smother fire.

3, Class,. .

a. non-conducting agent.

b. attempt to de-energize.

4. Class D.

a. special extinguishing agent for

typesof metals.

6.4 Hygiene Safety

A. Exposure to Toxic' Materials

1.. Can create health hazards.

2. Internal exposure.

a. breath4gpntaminants.

b. swallowing contaminants.

c. absorption thromah skin.

3. External exposure.

a: contact with skin.

b. can affect senses.'

B. Noise Pollution

1.' Measured in decibels.

2., Can affect hearing over period of

time.

3. Affects other parts of body. .

a. , changes-size of blood vessels,

Makes heart work faster.

. produces headaches.

c. negatively affects nerves,

decreases powers of judgment.

ILS Occupational Safety--Hygiene

Safety

4

".1



C. Airborne Contaminants

1. busts; particles generated mechani-

cally.

a. can affect skin;llyes,Iungs.

2. Fumes; solid particles of condensa-

, tion process.

a. common fumes caused by oxidation

of metal.

3. Mists; particles of liquids or

liquids and solids.

Gases; low density, change to liquids

or solids.

5. Vapors; gases normally in solid or

liquid state at room temperature.

6. .Contaminants may affect body in four.

ways.

a. as irritants to lungs.

b. as asphyxiants, prevent blood

from normal transfet.Of oxygen.

c. as anesthetics or narcotics,

cause 6owsiness and nausea.

d. as systemic poisons,at6ck vital

organs.

6.5 .Hand Tool Safety

A. liammers

1: Face should be 3/8" larger in dia-

. . meter than object.

2. Strike object squarely and flatly.

3. Replace damaged handles before use.

4. Don't .strike. wood- orplastic-

. handled chisels.

-5. Don't pound with cheek (side) of

hante'r.

0'

to.

II S Occupational Safety=t1Hand

Tools

k

L)
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6, Don't pound sharp objects with Millets

B. Chisels, Punches, Nail Sets

1. Be sure tools are ground at proper

angles.

2. Remove mushroomed heads.

3. Hold tools with tongs if being struck

by another worker.

C. Screwdrivers

1. Select, orrect size and tip style..

2. Don't pound on screwdrivers.

3. Don't put hands and fingers under

work. ,

4. Don't use screwdrivers to pry.

5. Use appropriate wrench on square-

shank screwdriver.

6. Use magnetized screwdHver to start

screws in awkward places. .

7. Use non-sparking screwdrivers i

working near explosive hazard,

8. Use insulated screwdrivers when work-

ing on electrical devices.

9. Don't use screwdriver for electrical

testing.

D. Wrenches

1. Select correct type for job.

2. Select-correct size for snug fit.

.3. Don't use cheater,bars.

4. When using adjustable wrenches, always

pull, always against fixed jaw.

5. Be sure wrench fits'squarely, not

tilted.

6. Don't pound with a wrench.

01

1.
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7. Use penetrating o 1 o "frozen"

objects:

E. Piers

1. select correct size and type.

* 2. Don't use cheater.

3. Excessive heat will draw temper from

metal.

4. Don't pound with pliers.

5. Cutting, pliers:

a.. cut at right angle to wire.

b. qioint open side doen so cut end

will'not fly, out.
,

6. Use pliers with high dielectric,insul-

ation when working on electrical

devices.

.Keepsjaws clean.
. ,/

F. Vises
k

Workas close to vise as possible.

2. ClaMp objects in middle of jaws.

3. Don't use cheater'bo%

4. UsefidequateLOzed visel .

5-.) Support far end(s) of long work to

. avoid putting excess strain on vise.

G. ClampingNtools-,- A

1. Select correct size and, type.

2.- Keepmoving parts clew and lightly=

oiled.

3. Don'

4. Don't use cheater.

Qon:t use for hoisting materials.,

A

a

t



HI Saws

1. Select correct size and'type.

2. 'Maintain sharpness.

3. Check material befoee sawing.

- 4. Use sawhorse or bench, not knee, when

sawing.

5. ,Make sure handle is clean and tight.
....

. Be awareof hand, finger and leg posi-

tion before sawing.

7. Hacksaw teethilthduld point away from

handll to saw qn push stroke.

,Wear silpv when sawing metal.

a
. .

. Snips, Shears

1. Selit correct 'size and type:,

2. Keep. b,lade.sharp.

3 Do not .cut

4. Use only'hant pressure

5,' Mea'r gloves.

Files,.Rasps

1. Select"proper size and type.

'2. Don.q. Use wood file or rasp on metal.

.3. Cut 1n forwardftroke.

,4. Keep teeth-clean.'

5. USe proper sized hdndles.

6. Don't tie:to.pry,

. ,

646... Power Tools

A. Circular'S'aws

Y.

_)

0

cOperite*on]y with fixed guard bp.UPper

:half of b.lqde and flexible guard on

lower half; don't tamper with guard.

-0

r

0

.1

0 ft

4

h'

r

U.S Occupational iafety--Pow&
..

Tools

1

a 4

6
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e

2. Blade should clear_ material by maxi-

mum 1/8".

3 O5erate by not foricing; 'forward

motion only.

4. Check material for nails, grit; etc.;

support material so it.doen't bind.
140/

5: Allow blade to ome to ftill speed.

before cutting; prevents kickback.'

6. Make sure lower-guard has retuned

befooe9ettiQg Own.

7, Clean'sawdust
or

from lower guard often,

B. 'Sabre Saws

1. Select proper blade for material..

2: Feed.-blade slowly. .

,
. 3., Hold saw base aWnst material. '

C. 'Pneumatic tool?

1. Secure all hoses.,

2. Cleanwithpressed air only

less thah:30 PS.1 with guard.

3. [loses over 1/2" diameter must have

safe_ valve at source.'

0

0

;

ti

4. Hose-douplings"must have

nection,

5. NOlers stlould have device.to Prevent

ejealng when not in contact with

work.

.6., Rant tools toward.f.

ing. a

when carry-

7. Shutdown, turn af a uPbly, bleed

"8: Wear - safety equipment, 'goggles;
, ,

shields, etc:

,

4.

11144-'

.
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D. Hydraulic Power Tools

1. Fltild!used'est be fire-resistant and
4.

apptoved by U.S. Bureaudof Mines.
. - 4

2. v.Don't exceed manufacturers pressure
. ..

.
. ..-,recommendations.

0 ,..

3: 't touch stream of fluid:from leak.

E.
. .

Compressor5

1. Storage tanks must be approved by

American Society of Mechanical

Engineers. , -

2. Drain condensed water daily.

3. Tanks must have safety relief value.

4. Pressure gauge must be maintained
t

accurately.

r. Powder-ActOated Tools.

1. Test before loading each day.

2. Load just before using.

3. Wear hearing, eye protection.

Don't point at anyonek keep hands

away from barrel end.

5. Leave protective guards'in place.

6. Must have safety. device to prevent

/ accidental firing, and to.prevent

firing if tilted.

7. D-On-TEOrate-near-combustionhazard.

'8., Should only be operated by trained and

qualTed personnel.

9. Return todl to .case after use.

Don'tDon't drive fasteners into extremely

hard or brittle materials.

4



first Aid
a

INSTRUCTIONAL OUTCOMES:, The student will successfully complete an eight -hour
multi-media first aid class, taught by a qualified instructor, and will obtain a
First Aid Card.

INTRODUCTION: Persons employed in any occupation, especially those occupations
which deal with powgt and hand tool's, encounter' situations when first aid may be
necessary to prevent an injury from becoming more serious. A first aid course,
successfully completed, prepares individuals to cope with many of those situations,

PRESENTATION AP

TEACHING OUTLINE TEACHING METHODS AND AIDS

V.

7.1 FiPst Aid JP--

A. 'Eight-hour multi-media course; or

equivalent, offergd by:

1. Red Cross

2. Meaical Services, ,[tic.

3. Police Department

4, Fire DepartMent

5. Other service and health

organizations.

a,

A.

Administer course

I
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10 Blueprint Reading

INSTRUCTIONAL OUTCOMES: The student will bibAble to identify and use the concepts
of working drawings and their components: scaling and dimensioning, sketching, 11.
orthographic, pictorial and isometric projections, as well as construction
symbols commonly found in blut eprinIs.

INTRODUCTION: A skilled worker must understand the language of blueprints to
advance in any trade where prints are used.

PRESENTATION

TEACHING ()URINE

8.1 Scaling and Dimensioning

A. Scale

. 1. The:ratio of drawing Aimensions

to object dimensions.

, 12. Always indicated on drowing.

3. Vary, depending on size of paper

And detail to be.shown.

4. Measured by architect's Scale,

engineer's'scall, draftperson's

scale.

5. Technique of measurement:

architect's scale Vs placed on

drawing, read in marked incre-

ments.,

TEACHING.METHODS AND AIDS

Scale as Shown

I0

Architect's Scale

I I I 111214 1161 1201 I 1214

0

1

S'cale Measuremen



B. Dimensions ft

I. Are size descriptions for drawn

obSects.

2. 'L'ocated on working drawings 6y:

a. dimerpion lines--indicate

Cifsitancebetweentwo points

(usually Between two exten-

sion lines); contain dots or

'arrows at ends.

b. exterision lineg--mark the

beginning and end of distance

3. Placed in orderly fashion on

drawing.

8.2 Sketching

. A. Uses

I. For conveying rough ideas or

organizing.ideas.

2. For details, developed from

existing drawing.

B. . Materials

I. yencil,.softlead.

2. Eraser, gum.

Paper,,, coordinate.

rectangular grid
ft

a.

b. tsometrijc

C. .4.2Size, Proportions

.1."Generallf,,n4 arak to scale,

but should remain,peoportiohately
.4

'accbrate.- ..

.5'

t

Dimensions

Rectangular
Gri0

OM:
AINNWASAw
BiEM:1614
'Isometric'Grid,
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D. Procedures 4

1. Determine overall size of object.

2. Create short lines by one firm,

quick stroke.

a. go thrbugh motion of stroke

with pencil removed from

paper.

b. pencil point on paper entire

time. .

I

E. Basic Forms

1. Squares, rectangles, triangles,

Circles.

2: Layout crosses (intersecting

lines) to provide reference

Points for drawing.

3. Circles and arcs sketched with

little finger of drawing hand

as pivot; move paper, not hand.

8.3 Drawing Types and Views

A._ Orthographic:Projection

1. Called orthograpic drawings or

"true" drawings, also "three-

v,ieW" or."multiview."

2. Almost universally used.in

architect and engineer drawings.

3. ^Drawn to scale.

4. Each view shows one face or side

of object as seen from square

view.

5. Possible to indicate true size,

shape and location of all object

pares, and dimension clearly.

Explain land Discuss;

All References made to:

ILS Scaling and Dimensioning,

ILS'Sketching

ILS Types of Drawings and Views

Orthographic Drawing

P1
4

i
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6. .Each view is 90° rotation of

other view'.

All related views must be studied

together to visualize object

shape.

B. Types of Lines

1. 'Border Line.

a. a thick, solid black li9e

(blue).

b. shows geograWcal or space

borders.

2. Visible object

a. a thinner solid black line

(blue).

b. shows visible edges of object:

3. Ridden object line.

a. a line of equidistant and

equal rength dashes.

b. shows edges of important

elements hidden from view.

0 4. Section line.
0

a. a thick, broken line with

arrows turned at 90° angle.

b. delineates sections of object

represented.

S. Center line.

a. a thin line of'alternately

long and.short dashes. ..-

/
b. shows cepters of objects_

(doorways,i.g.) and.rqa-

tionship with given dimen-
0

, -'sfons: . ''' '

.

Yit

Border Line

Object Line

Hidden.Object Line

Section Line

16,

Center Line

/'
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6. Long break line.-
,

a. a thin solid line,,strafght,

with occasional zig-zags.

b. indicates a break in object.

7. Extension line.

a. i short thin line,,drawn

perpendicular to dimension

line.

b., shows beginning and ending

point of measurement; lines

are extensions of object or

part.\

8.- Dimension-line.

a. a long thin line, with dots

or arrows on each .end,' broken

in middle for numbers.

b. touch extension Miles and

(give measurement from one

.extension line to another.

C. Pictorial Drawing

1. Shows more than onefface of

object.

2. Advantage: easier for lay person

to-Understand.

3.. Disadvantage: distorted object

lines and angles..

4. Useful to .give "completed" look .

renderings.

0

Long Break Line

Extension Line

J

Dimension
Line

A

*



D. Axonometric Drawing

I. A.type of pictorial drawing.

2. Three principle axes. used.

'3. Can represent any object by

,changing viewpoint.

. ,4. Isometric Position is principle

one used.

E. Isometric Drawings

I. Viewed from exact position in

which three of sides are equa

foreshortened.

2. Three axes:. one axis vertical

and other two at 30° frpm hori-

fOntal base.

Will appear in true proportion.

4. Will not appear in true scale

lengths.
,)
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9.0 Trade Tools/Floor Covering

INSTRUCTIONAL OUTCOMES: The student will be able to identify, select andexplain
the use of commonly-used trade tools, as well as demonstrate basic proficiency in
their use.

z;INTRODUCTION: The skilled worker, to master the trade and accomplish the work
tasks efficiently and effectively, needS an understanding of the tools and their
proper use

PRESENTATION.

O

1

TEACHING OUTLINE TEACHING METHODS AND ;AIDS
.

, . .

.

9.1 'General Tools,

A. Rollers

1. Generally three types,,a light hand-

Held 21/2"\roller5 a' heavier, several-

pound, three-roll roller held inboth

. -hands, and a hand:pushed 75 lb.s
.

, roller. .

2. Used for oressibg vinyl and laminates

' into mastics fOr secure fit;'used

according to materials and floor

space to be-Tressed, F .

3. Used by rolling across surface.to

attached, rolled in all directions.
. .

Explain-and 'Discuss

Invite Supplier to

Demonstrate

See puffin op.cit.

S"...tal.tarpet

Flooring Roller



B. Knives

1. Utility and linoleum knives.

2. Used to cut carpet and padding, vinyl

and soft tiles.

3. Used in conjunction with steel

straight edge; running knife along

edge, to ensure straight cut.

C. Scribes %.

1. Awls or other pointed instruments.

ONUSed to mark surfaCes foi- layout, cut-

.

ting or any task that requires a mark

on surface or subsurface.

3. Usually used in conjunction, with a

straight edge, scratching surface

'along edge to ensure straight mark.

D. Trowels '#

1. Serra46-edge trowels.

. 2. Used toikpread mastic or adhesive to

subflobr.

3, Held in hand at 45° angle'to surface,

spreading mixture in serpentine motion

4'

E. Straight Edgq
4-
1. , Generally a six-foot steel tool,,

, .

2. Used as_a guide fcm marking or cutting

subfloors ormaterials; competent

.workers usually use one edge (true

edge) for marking and_the other edge

for cutting.,

3; Place flat onSurface, align with

.

maks on floor or.Octerial, id cut

- Or mark.
5

,

Utility Knife

L1noleum Knife

Serrated Trowel

a

Ste

A-.



I. Ilduners

1. Many types, but generally preferred

is a 22-Az: hammer with fiberglass

handle to absorb shock.

,2. Used to attach tack strips.to.subfloor

for holding carpets; miscellanequs

uses.

G. Snips ans ShearS

1. Many types; personal taste determipec,

which one(s) the worker uses.

'2, Snips used to cut tack -strips to

length, to trim'certain shears,

used to cUt soft matisirials.

3. Used like scissors:

H. Chalk Line

.1. Two types - -a self-dbalking line and

line on a spool that must.be hand-

chalked.

2. Used for marking lines on surface.

3. One end bf chalk line is attached to

a point on surface, chalk ltne is

lined up over another point, forming

line to be 'Forked, second\end of the

dhalk line is.securedchalk line, is

grasped by fingers nedi--Its mid-point,

raised ind.released, snapping pack
o

- onto surfate, leaving a mark.

Staple'Gun (staple hammer)

1. Many styles and Sizes,. generally, pre-

p

ferred is one, which ig held in hand
J

like hammer..

2. 'Used for attaching padding to subfloor.

. _

Hamer

Self-Chalkingline
\

.1

-1.'StaPle Hpmer

00
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)
Operates.on principle of any manual

stapler; hold in hand and strike face

onto surface to be attached (like

. Hammer) impact forces staple into

surface.

J. Steel Tape Measure

1. Many makes and sizes, generally pre-
.

ferred is a heavy-duty_ model with

tape-Jock capabilities.

2. Used to measure surfaces and materials

3. Used by attaching one end *speci-

fied point; laying tape flat on Sur-.

face, and.reading scale' on tape.

K. Stai'r-Tool ,

,
1. A steel instrument with a handle and

a dulledbroad chisel-like head of

"ka

or'3".

2. Used.to attach carpet to...tack strips

andensure good crease osiall edges

and corners.

3. Used by,rubbing, with firmhess over

carpet surface on top of.tack strip,

With head facing toward outer wall.

L. Wall trimmer

1. A side clipper with adjustable blades.

.2. Used to cut.carpetat wall edges and

corners.

3. Wall trimmer is a'hand-held device in
O

which the tri r: blades MO* asthe

arm.puShe9 tcimmer across the floor.

surface.: Blades are adjusted prior to

cutting.. May be necessary to repeat

forward motion to ensure clean cut.

O

Wall Trimmer

c.

st-

t

0
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M: Knee Kicker
.

1. Spring-loaded device with adjUsfable

resistance andAjustable spikes.

(teeth).

2. Used to stretch carpet taut 'across

surface `prier to attaching and trim-
,

smiog.'

3. ;Used by adjusting.resWance and teeth

to desiTeleyels; Naced teeth down

on carpet surface near edge (k to 4")

strikApadded butt with knee; should

always be used on opposing Walls,,

north7puth,then east - west.'

; N. Seaming Iron.:,

1.. -One s'tandard'size.

2. Used to attach two pieces of carpetin
.

together.

3. Heat to.temperatbre, place on seaming

tape centered beneath carpets, advance

forward slowly with hand or knee; used

in conjunction with seaming boar;d:.

Sr,

O Seaming Board,

if\Commercially available, although many

workers construct their own;a piece

of wood with formica *or manufactured

material bottom4for smoothness.
4

2. Used to compress carpet bottom to

heated -tape tb.ensure long-latting fit

3. Used by'pushing bard behind seaming

iron; worker's knee rests on board to

apply pressure.
.\

(To(J.:,
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10.0 Materials/4Fr Covering'

:INSTRUCTIONt. OUTCOMES: The studentwill. be;able to identify common materials--

"coverings and,mets of adhesion and.identify the process by which they're used.

2 -
. 1.4.!

.

-

4:1 4
. '- .:- - , Nd . 4..4

''.1 .
atm

%

INTRODUCTION: The skilled-worker readily selects pr6pei-'materials arid effi-

ciently uses ,them. .

f
.

,
'

40.

1 ,

r q1

:PRESENTAfION

It

0

S

0,

1

. .

TEACHING OUTNE TEACHING METHOD AND AIDS

10.1 General Materials

A. Adhesives-

1, `Use manufacturer's recommended adhe-
-f.

-sives.

op

v.
2. Vast majority, floor must be clean,

i'dry.,

;

free from Paint, efflorescenCe

or^ iconcrete curing compounds.

3. Pour on floor, spread.entire area

with l/16" X 1/16" X 1/16" notch
.

trowel.

B. Tack Strips

1.- Two basic types,

a. 'pre-naiTtd woodtack strip.

Explain and Discuss

Ihvite Supplier to D4 opstrate

93
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.
b. used on wo od underlayment that is

wood.(taplywood,jartical

board, etc:)

2. Pre-nailed concrete tack strip.

a. used on concrete floors:

3. Both are installed 3/8" froM-wall with

pins pointing toward wag.

C. Plastic Laminates

1. Three Basic Grades.

a. general purpose grade":

(1) used for both horizontal and

vertical interior appl.)ca-

tfons. 0

b. orming grade:

(1) capable of being bent to small

radius (e.g. coved batksplash

construction o'r rolled front

edge 'of countertop).

(2) elimikates unsightly,seams.

c. vertical grade.

(1) engineered for vertical sur-
.

faces (e.g.-kitchen and 'vanity
1

bidets subject to less wear

than horizontal work surfaces)

D.- Sloor Cov?ringS

'1. Vinyl

t

a.

b.

one basic type,-Hydrocord Backing.

backing resists, moisture,as'so-

ciated problem's., -allowing install-
,

ation,on all grade levels.

can b used, in any room, 'At

us-Ualry'in room such aS.kitchen,

utility room, and bathrdbm,'Where

-onoisture exists.
.

. .

4

S

,
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2. Tiles.

a. -two basic types.

(1) vinyl-asbestos tile (V.A.T.).

(a) composition of vinyl

resins, plasticizers,

asbestos fibers, mineral

fillers, andNolor pig

ments calendered to given

thickness, cut in tile

sizes, usually 12" X 12"

or 9" X 9".'

"(bY thickness available, 1/8u-

recommended for commercial

application,

recommended for light-
,

T commercie application.

(2) vinyl--composition tile; tile

composed of vinyl resins,

°- plasticizers, *fillers, and

color pigments, manuf&tturedl,

without use-of asbestos

fibers.

. ,4" (a) thickness available;

3 Carpets.

same

as V.A.T..,-als0 availabl

tn'1/1.6"; recommended for

residential use only. ,

d% many different types of carpet

available.

(1) nylon.

(a), multiple of types avail-

able. Consider cost'

factor. 0 4

(b) average home changes car

\pet every seven to eight .

.years.
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(c) -compare nylon to wool;.

nylon cost above one

quarter cost of Wool.

(d) most nylon will Wear and

look gijod fOr an average

eight to ten YeaTS:

(2) ,wool carpet.

,.(a) long-lasting and wearing .

carpet; no average life

has been determined.

(b) wool carpets 15 years old

,still looked newafter'.

cleaning.

E Padding

1. Rubber.

a. several' weights.

b. can be -used in vany area.

c. cost factor'considered.,

d. soft feel under foot.

e. main problem, it dries out and

starts to deteriorate, normally.,

last the life of one carpet.'

2. Hair.

a. can be used-anywhere carpet is to

--be laid: 1,
_

b. recommended for floors with radi-

ant heat.

c. does, not -feel like any'pad under

foot; very Bard.

1. (lay Based.,,

a. Ape as-',rubber except it does not

dry out and deteriorate like

robber:, .

O

P

,

cr. t)G.
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4. Foam pact.;

.a. eomes,in manydifferpnt thick-

-nesSes,

. b. economical pad:

c. normally used in rentals or bed-

rooms. .

d. very soft feel under foot.

5. Rebond pad.. " 1

a. chips of urethane.rebonded

together with spedal adhesives.

b. best value=on market today.

c.. used in all carpet area; 85% of
s

all carpet jobs today use rebond

pad: '

&) soft feel udder foot, normal life

of two carpets.

a

0

re

a

a

d

O

a

O

07
-0
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11.0 Subsurface Preparation

$ ,

.
.

.

INSTRUCTIONAL OUTCOMES: The student will identify the steps necessary to prepare
subsurfaces for, receiving covering.

INtRODUCTION: In order to produce a profeisional, long-lasting-appearance, sub-
surface preparation is essential.

PRESENTATION

TEACHING OUTLINE

11.1 Subsurfaces

A: New . :4

1. Plywood is best; watch for knot, holes

which are loose and could,pop n.ut .

after floor is laid.

,2. Chipboard is commonly used due to

cost. .

B. Existing .,

1. ChipboardProblems.

a.. swelling from moistUre.

' b., deter4rated;-dried dut,a

- s

. TEACHING METHODS AND AIDS

Explain and Discuss

Jobsite Visitation

(.. sc.



L. Correction.

a. cut out bad spots and path with

another piece of chipboard (or if

small enough area, fill with fix-

: 'all).

(1) in area to be filled, pour

fix- all'powder on floor in

mound; make pocket in middle

of mound and mix in water or

latex milk; fill, holes or

crack with mixture, spreading

smooth with flat-edge trowel;

let stand until hard.

3. Concrete problems..

a. surface is rough or hes cracks.

4. Correctiow

a'. fix-all.

b. instead of .water mixer with fix-
.

all, use latex milk; makes fix-all

set up harder, ,more

5. Existing coverings.
'0

a. sheet,vinyl.

(1) vast majority of vinyls on

market `are cushion vinyl, a

-pattern_printed,on piece of

. paper about thickness of an

onion,skin, has a we&rTayer

applied.on too- of that.

.(2) to replace this type, must%be

torn up comepletely, scraped

smooth, and prepared with tack

_strips.

b. countertops.

(1) all decks can be installed

over existing.'

0.1
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(2) check if existing formica is

loose; reglue or pull off

existing..

(3) if large chips
.

on corner,is

best to remove existing.

c. carpet.

(1) all carpets stretched in'Wall

to wall must be removed before

new floor can be installed.

.

o

-1

0 ......-.
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12.0 Floorlaying Processes

' I

INSTRUCTIONAL OUTCOMES: The student will be able to identify-and describe the
stepi involved in the various tasks of floorlaying carpet, vinyl and tile.

INTRODUCTION: It is important that the skilled worker know the order in which a
job is completed, as well as the individual steps of each-task. Work is per-
formed smoothly and more efficiently. Tasks are finished quicker with a greater
sense of accomplishment and less frustration.

PRESENTATION

TEACHING OUTLINE /TEACHING METHODS AND AIDS

12.1 General Processes

9

12.1.1 tarpet Processes

A. Level\ and Clean ,Surface"Area

. 1. Sanding or chipping.

, 2. Sweeping.

..B. .Measure Area to Determine Coverage

Required,

- 1. Metal Tspe.

C. Attach ?acOtrips.

1, Layout around wall with pins up and
4

3/8" to 1/2" from walls:

101

Explain and Discuss
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2. Cut to length with snips.

3. Attach with-hammer.
a

D. Attach Pad

1. Measure pad with steel tape and

straight edge.

2.. Trim to size and fit with utility

` knife.

3. Fit into space.

4. Attach seams and edges with staple

gun.

5. Trim excess along inside edge of

tack strip.,

E. Prepare Carpet.

1. Mark carpet to be 3" longer' than

7'

}ength.and w idth of area, '.

-a. use pencil and straight edge.

2: 'Cut Carpet to. size.

a. use straight edge and knife.'

. 3. Lay carpet loosely.in place.

4. Seam any'fills.

p. trim edges.to.square.

b. insure nap is ,symmetrical:

c. cut seaming tape.

d. center below two pieces.

se. heatAiith seaming iron. =

.f. .c ompress with seaming

g, allow wax io,cool.

F. Attach Carpet.

1. Adjust teeth of knee kicker.,

. Place near tack strips.

3. Operate knee kicker.

4 Run stair tool over tack 'stri firmly
,

0

SI

°a.

,
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Trim

1. Adjust wall trimmer.

2. Operatedwall trimmer.

3. Tamp edges behind,tack.strips with

stair tool.

H. Clean Up

12.1.2 Vinyl Processes

A. . Level and Clean Surface Area

1. Sand, chip,

'2. Remove old vinyloY carpet.

B. Measure Area to be Covered

1. Use steel tape.

D. Prepar.e. Vinyl ,

1. Measure and mark vinyl to size;

square to door.: ,

a. use straightedge and penEil.

2. Cut vinyl to. within 1/8" of wal.lbase

measurement.

a. use straight.edge and linoleum

', knife.

3: ,Drop into place..
.

4. Set.75 lb. roller on vinyl.

D. Attach Vinyl-
1

1. Spread matic'under.one-half of vinyl

to Wall:

a. the one-half opposite roller.

b. use serrated trowel.

* c. roll'vinyl back onto mastic irea._

P
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d. with roller, roll out air bubbles

almost up to mastic line.

2 Repeat process'for other'half.

.3. Inspect for airibubbles.

E. Clean Up

12.1.3 Vinyl/Asbestos Processes

A. Level and Clean Surface

1. Sanding and-chipping.

2. Remove old surface.

B. Layout

1. Measure room.

2. Mark center

3. .Caldulate number-of tiles.

4., Divide room i half.

a. use chalk (line) and straightedge.

b, at right angle with wall opposite

door.

C. Attach Tiles

1. Spread adhestVe:evehly over floor

area. 4-

a. work toward door.

b. use linoletim troweik

c. allow o.dry to the touch.

2. Lay tiles.

a. .first the at dor edge, touching

0

. the left of center tine.

(1) gently, don't'push or press

any tile,

b. second:tile'square and-flUsh to

-fiirst, right of center line.

A

44'
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'c. third to left of first.

d. fourth to right of second.

e. fifth'above first.

f. ssixth"above second.

g, seventh above third.

h. eighth above' fourth.

i. and so on to backwall.

3. Measure odd sizes around edges.
-

4. Cut tiles to size with tile cutteri

5, :Install:

6. Inspect.

D. Clean Up k

11.

SUGGESTED READING

I. Duffin, D. J.

Essentials of Modern Carpet Installation

Van Nostrand Reinhold:Eo., 1962

. ,

2. Southern California Carpet, Linoleum and
Soft Tile Crafts Joint Apprenti6eship

"'Committee ..

Carpet TraIng Manual -

Southern California Carpet, Linoleum and
Soft Tile Crafts Joint Apprenticeship
Committee

1-*



13.0 Basic Floor Covering Installation Concepts

INSTRUCTIONAL OUTCOMES: Student will demonstrte and execute bas)c trade skills
tly"completing'a project to the satisfaction of the instructor.

INTRODUCTION.' This instructional unit provides students an opportunity to
practice technlques followed in the Pacific Northwest; appropriate techniques
will have been learned in previous topics in this guide.

PRESENTATION

`.1

TEACHING OUTLINE TEACHING METHODS AND AIDS

13.1 Carpet Installation in Two Pieces.on
Mock -up

A. Layout

1. Measure floor area.

2. Determine linear dimensions and area

dimensions.

B. Attach Tack Strips

.1. Layout.around edge.

2. Trim to length.

3. Attach to floor.

Explain and Discuss
4

Administer Project Sheet

A

v E7



C. Attach Pad

1. Cut tosize in two pieces.

2.. Layout in mock-up work area°.

3. Attach to floor. =

4. Trim to inner tack stripsedges.
40

.

D. Carpet Installation

1: Measure and mark seam edgjr.

2. Cutpieoes to size.

mock -up.

E. Seaming'

1.. Heat seam iron.

2.- Place'sea m.p tape beneath pieces.

3. Align and irs using seaming iron and

seaming board.
v.

F. Attach Carpet.

1. Use knee kicker to stretch uniformly

across surface.

2. Usd stair tool to attach carpet to

'tack strips.

3. Repeat steps 1 and 2 on opposite

walls."

Trim Carpet Edge and Finish .

I. Use carpet knife to cut close to base

2. .Trim edges with wall trimmer.

3. Repeat 14and 2 foi. each wall.

H. Tuck.Edge-of Carpet with Stair Tobl

I. Cut, Trim and Tuck Corners

J. Remove Trimmings and Clean Area..

t, 107
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13.2 ,VjnylInstallatton

Layout'

1. Measure floor, area..

13. Vinyl Placement

1. Measure and maek'to

2., Cut to sizewith straightedge and

linoleum hive:

3. Lay,vinyl in place.

4. Roll 1/2 of sheet back (towards door).

Attaching Vinyl

1. Spread mastic on exposed portion.

2. Replae viily1 back over.mastic:.

3. Roll out air bubbles with roller.

4. Repeat steps B-4\thrbUgh C-S on

. remaining half of vinyl.

D.. lYimming

1. Inspect edges for any required trim-

ming.

13.3 Vinyl /Asbestos Tilt on Mock-Op

A. Layout

1. Measure room area.

2. Mark center line with chalk line.

le Determine the number cif tiles

requieed,

Divide room ih half at right angles

to wall opposite door using chalk

,line and straightedge.

. 5. Mark line with
-

,

4.

-

41
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B. Attaching-Tile

1. 'Spread mastic with linoleum trowel.

'2. Allow to dry to touch.

3. Lay, first tile at door edge Yet of

center line.

4. Lay second4ee right of center

flush against fiTst:

5. Lay third tile to left of first.

6.. Lay fourth tile to right of second.

Lay fifth tileimmediately,above first

8. Lay sixth tile 4mmediately above

second:

9. Lay seventh tile jMme tely above

third4

fo. Lay eighth tile_immedfatelY above

fourth

11. Leave spaces at the side until full-

tile-laying\ is completed.
,

(Four .

tiles across are needed to support
.

worker4s weight.),

12. Measure remaining spaces and cut tile$

to si?e with til9 cUtter, (Irregular

shapes may-be necessary! to make hot

cuts, using blow torch.)
. .

-13.. Ensure that all lines. (joints) are

straight.

14. Clean up area.

1'
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?\,
.FLOORLAYING PROJECT SHEET

Installing two pieces of carpet,

The student will lay two pieces of carpet and join them wit§ a slam, ovei-

two pieces of padding,.using the appropriate tools correctly and safely in

the commonly-approved_' installatiOn procedures.

, -
REQUIREMENTS

A plywood mock-up of a room, at least 4' x 4', with built up edges and a door
. 'A . ., .

opening.
.

TOOLS

metal tape measure

pencil

ships -

.22 oz. 'hammer (preferably with fiberglass handle)

All,,straight edge <7

utility knife

staple gun

seaming iron

seaming board .
scissors or sheari

knee kicker

stair tool

wall trimmer

carpet knife

MATERIALS

%carpet, apprqximately Pe.x
pa fng, same lisize

seam tape /2 -

tack strips

I

a
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PS TO. COMPLETION
r . .

.

1. Inspect -poor condition.' If flat, sweep clean. If there are any bumps that

might aff4ct the finighed appearance tate appropriate measures. )-

.
, .V

..

2. Measure room with metal tape.e'
3. Lay out tack strips around room edge with the ptns facing up and toward wall.

4. Using snips, cut tack Strips to size, so ba ttrey lay end to end around .

perimeter of room.

5. Leave space the width of fingers between,base of wall and tack strip, attach
with hammer.

6. Measure and'mark pad; with straight edge and utility knife cut it into two
..pieces that will cover the area of the mock -up.. (One ptece should be at
least twice as large a's.the.second'piece; the smaller piece will becalled
the fill.)

7. Lay two pieceof pad loosely into work space so they reach or overlap tacx
strops. *'

8. With Staple gun attach pad around inside perimeter of tack.strips; also
attach around and 'along both sides of the seam:

9. With sharp utility knife cut along inside edge of tack strip. Throw scraps
into center,, room.

10. Clear scraps and plug seaming iron on its base.,,

11. With straight edge and pencil measure and mark carpet so it is about 3" longer
in,leangth and width than, the working area.

.
.

-.4, Measure-and mark seam edge betWeen main carpet and fill; (ensure that the nap
will run in the same way on both'pieces when laid--leaning toward door opening.

-0
.

13. Lay straight edge across marks and cut outside edges and seam edges. -

14. Carry rolled carpet into'room area and lay out loosely; attempt to fit two
walls, with overlap on remaining walls.

15. Lay fill peiece alongside main carpet-so that seam edges are toge henand
nap leans in same directfon; place fill within easy reach.

16. With 'scissors cut seaming tape.lehgth of seam and lay it under main carpet
with black center line just showing; lay fill Of6Cein :place.

17. Place seaming board next to point'where work begins-and leave iron,base at
far end of seam..

1 2
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18. P 11 edges of two carpet pieces,apart and place iron at start of seaming tape;-
let sit until wax melts. ,

19. Push iron along seaming tape lowly; if it drags,,,there isn't enough heat.
-(

20. As iron travels, bring carpet p'ces together behind iron down on melted wax.

21. Continue, following along the seam,kneefing on seaming board.

22. If iron won't be used again,'replace on base and unplug.

.23. Wait 15 to 20 minutes for ,wax to cool and bond. .

24: Adjust teeth of knee kidker. Place neat right corner facing door, about 3
in front of tack 'strip.0

25. Push with knee so that carpet move onto pins. Hold stair tool in one hand;
as you push carpet with knee kicker, press down in front of-tack strip until .

you feel it catch.on pins. NFirmly run stair tool along strip to attach carpet.

26. Repeat last step, working froM right to left along first edge.

27. Carry keee kicker to opposite Wall of work area and plape about 3" inside tack
strip.

!.

'28. Working from right to left, give knee kicker a heavy strike with knee while
pressing carpet down in front of knee kicker; run stair tool along carpet over
strip, to enture carpet is attached to pins.

29. Repeat to left:corner, then repeat same procedure on remaining sides.

30. Examine carpet to see that-it is flat, without wrinkles,;and is securely,attached.

31. Adjust wall trimmer to correct height for carpet.'

32. With carpetknife slit opening at midpoint of one edge; cut to base of wall.

33. Push trimmer into slit until.it sits flat and square with wall.

,34. Push,trimmer along. base of wall. ,Repeat steps 32 and 33 until all walls (not
corners) are neatly trimmed.

.35. With stair tool, -push down wall edge of carpet so it lies flat.
u .1

36, At corners, bend untrimmed carpet toward, center ofroom; with carpet knife,
cut both edges to.square (If necessary, draw a guide fine.)

37. Inspect finish.

38. Clean up.

` 3
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2. Installing vinyl

A

.

The, student will lay, cut and attach sheet vinyl to a floor area, using 'appro-
.

priate tools, correctly and safely, in the commonly-approved installation

practices.

REQUIREMENTS

Same mock-up

TOOLS

metal tape measure

pencil

linoleum knife

75-lb. roller

straight edge
.

terf.ated trowel

MATERIALS

mastic (Henry's 356) 0

patterned vinyl; approximately 5' x 5'



V
O

I STEPS TO COMPLETION

1. Inspect and prepare floor area. (Take up old vinyl or carpet, strips and staples.

Fill large cracks and knot holes. :Smooth surface.)

2. Measure floor area with metal tape.

3. Measure and mark vinyl to size. Square pattern to door:

4. With straight edge and linoleum knife, cut drop to size (should fit to within.
1/8" of base of wall).

5. Lay vinyl in place and set roller on half nearest door.
r

6. Pull back other half of drop, with serrated trowel, spackle mastic on the
exposed floor area.

7. Spread mastic firmly and evenly up to walls.

8. Roll vinyl back on top of mastic. . *

9. Push roller back and forth, side to side, to press out air bubbles almost
to glue lige.

10. Leave roller on half that has been attached, pull back.other half past glue line.

11. Repeat application of mastic.

12..Flop vinyl over onto mastic and roll.it flat from center glue line to edges.

1.3: Inspect for air bubbles.' ;

1.. Inspect edges to determine if trimming is required.

15.' Clan up.

, .
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.

Laying vinyl /asbestos tiles

The'student will 14yvinyl/asbestos tiles on'a floor area, showing, appropriate

use of tools and accepted installation,procedures. cA

REQUIREMENTS

Same mock-up'

TOOLS.

metal tape measure

serrated linoleum trowel,

straight edge

chalkline

tile cutter

MATERIALS

vinyl/asbestos tiles

adhesive tape

JP

asphalt cutback adhesive

1: -1 u
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STEPS TO COMPLETION

1. Inspect, sweep and prepare floor area.

2. Measure room area. Check measurements at §everal points.'.Mark center line.

3. Dete'rmine how many tiles are required.

4. With straight edge and chalkline, divide room in half at right angles to
wall opposite door opening. Mark the line with tape.

,

5. With linoleum trowel,,spread'adhesive evenly over floor area, working backward
to door opening.

(

6, Allqw adhesive to dry to tduah. (Depending on temperature and'humidity, may take
from 30 minutes to 90 minutes.)

. ,

7. Place tiles next to door opening. et.

8. While kneeling, lay first tile gently (do not push or press) at the door edge;'
touching left of center line.

Ia

19. Bring econd tile square to firstand to right of center line, lay gently.

10. Lay third tile to .'left of fit-St. *:

Allp 11. Lay fourth tile 'to right of second.

12, Lay fifth tile immediately above first.

0. Lay sixth tile immediately above second.

.14. Lay seventh the immediately above third:

15. _Lay eighth tile immediately above fourth.
.

16Aeave spates lt the side until full-tile laying is completed. (Four tiles across
are needed to support worker's weight.)

17. Measure remaining spaces and cut tiles to size with tile cutter. (Ieregdlar
., shapes may be necessary to'make.hot cuts, using blow torch..)

-

18, Ensurt'that all Lines (joints) are straight.

19. Clean.up.

V
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Floor Layer
USOE Instructional Group Code: 17109901
DOT Number: 864.481-010

ODE Specialists:
Ralph,Little, Construction
John Barton, Curriculum Development

Date Analysisfomplited: January 26, 1979

Ahalkst:
DiokzOlsen, Busibess Representative. Linoleum
and Carpet Layers Local 1236, Portland . s

Task-Inventory Review Comilliiitee:
-.Kent Howell, Artcraft Linoleum Co., Portland

Paul Beck. Artcraft Linoleum Co., Portland
.Rod Beiler. Artcraft Linoleum Co.; Portland -

Ron Winkler, Bennett and Williams, Inc., Portland
Lionel Walklaite, R & L's Classique Floors, Inc.,
Portland,
Roy Thompson, R & L's Classique Floors, Inc.,
Portland

.
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TASK INVENTORY: -

INSTRUCTIONS:

List each manipulative and knowledge skill relating to the job listed above.
To.the right of the page art three- sections of columns askirg'specific ques-
tions about the Entry Level, Frequency of Performance and Instruction At-
tained At. An "X" should bp placed, by the analyst; apposite each task in
the appropriate boa of the "E)4TRY LEVEL" and "FREQUENCY OF Pg-
FORMANCER soctiops.,Section three, "INSTRUCTION, kTTAINED AT"
is to be completect by state representative persons seiectid by the state
department specialist.

Page -

FL80RLAYER
Job Title

DICK OLSEN

4e

It%

Dully Twit
No. No.

Task Qeseription

**Analyst

Entry Frequency of Instruction1

Level Performance Attained at

m 0
0

o

LA

C

0
9

0
0

so

0
0
3

2

rir
sO

1. 0 LAYS .SHEEt FLOOR COVERING
1 Read blueprints and specifications
2 Sand underlayment with portable sander
3 Fill craci* and holes in underlayment with floorpatch
4' Select proper adhesive and seam sealer
5 Layout material for preliminary cut

x

6 Straight edge material for accurage fit x
7 Inspect floor for cleanliness
8 Spread adhesive on floor with trowel

x

Lay material
10 Roll material with 751 metal roller

v11 Cut final seam with linoleum knife and undersviber
12 Roll seam with'small metal,, hand roller

x
x

x
x
x

X 1

X
X

x
x

13 Clean seam with soap and water
14 Clean topq..s with soap and water
15 Inspect 'job for,quality

0 LAYS VINYL ASBESTOS TILE
1 Read blueprints andspecifications
2 Sand underlayment with portable sander
3 Fill seams and holes iaupderlayment with Iloorpatch
4 Select groper adhesive

x
X

Layout room for tile installation
'Inspect floortfor cleanliness.

7 Spread adilCSive. on floor with trowel
8 Lay material
9 Clean togs with mineral spirit's.
10 Inspect job for quality

x
x

x

-x

x
x

INSTALLS RUBBER BASE
Read blueprints and specifications

2 Clean and prepare walls, to receive base
3 Fit base to walls and cabinets
4 Cut and foam as required

gPread adhesive on back of base

x

x
Install base X
Roll base with small hand roller x



TASK INVENTORY

INSTRUCTIONS: ,

List each manipulative and knowle o skill rotating to t

I
rage 2

FLOOR. LAYER

Job Title

DICK OLSEN .

Analyst
.

To the right of the page are three sectiont of columns askirg specific ques-
. +ions about the Entry Level, Frequency of Performance and Instruction At-,

Mined At. ?in "X" should be placed, by the analysi, opposite each task in
the appropriate box of the"ENTRY LEVEL" and "FREQUENCY OF PER-
FORMANCE" sections. Section three, INSTRUCTION ATTAINED AT"
is to 6. completed by stele representative persons selected. by the state
department specialist. . - .

.,

.

Entry
Level

Frequency of
Performance

Instruction
Attained at

,

0*
-4*-'
...
3.

4."
3

>
3 t
g
=

>
,a
°
>
3

I

0
;a

...

>
3

:0

X,B
*-

=-
g

0
o
33

3
2"
P

0*r
:5-
Is-

:1

0

P2

.
-4:
g.
us

Duty
No,

'Task
No.

. - ,Tesk Description 6

3 , 8 Inspect for job quality x
9

1-.

Clean tools with mineral spirits x
.

...
,

'
.

.

- INSTALLS CARPET OVER PAD A .

Read blueprints.and specifications
Clean and sweep floor '

X

x
i

2'

3 Install wood tack stria.. x , x 4

Install metal edging at doorways x' '

5 Install padding x .

6 Straight edge carpet seams for accurate fit x > x
j
1

7 Join'seams with heat tape x i

8 Install carpet x
9 Inspect seams _for Proper fit x x
10 Inspect job for quality x

--r

- .
.

,

INSTALLS GLUE DOWN CARPET .

1 Read blueprints andspecifications x

x

x4

x .Clean and sweep floor '

3' Fill cracks and holes in floor with floorpatch x x
' ' Layout 'material for preliminary cut . x

5 Straight'edie carpet seanf for accurate fit x
6 Lay carpet in place X A
7 Spread adhesive on floor )- . x .

8 - Apply seam adhesive on carpet seams' x

x9 Roll carpet with 75# metal roller
-10 Clean excess adhesive with laqu'er thinner .

Trim nap on seams if necessary _

-,-,

x

xr
. g

! x
11.
12. Ins ect job for quality

.

.
USES FLOOR LAYER. OITrY7I-"..---,

.

I

6 0

1 Use 7511 roller to roll vinyl and glue down carpet x
Use linoleum knife to.cut`ITLYriiiim . x ; x

3 Use dividers for scribing -. x
4 .Use underscribe for underscribing vinyls .

.
,

5 Use butt scribe to scribe outside corners of rubber
.base and cove NAnyl x X. .

22



TASK INVENTORY-

INSTRUCTIONS:

PAW.

FLOOR' LAYER .

Job Title

TICK OLSEN
Analyst

.

To the right of the page are throe sections ofcolumns sslurg specific ques-.-Lions about the Entry Level, Frequency of Performance and-Instruction At.
fainad At: An "r should be placed, by this analyst, opposite each task in
the appropriate box of the "ENTRY LEVEL" and "FREQUENCY OF PER.:
FORMANCE" sections, Section three, "INSTRUCTION ATTAINED AT"
is to be completed by state representative persons select id bythe state

.
department specialist. ' - .

:

Entry
, Level

Frequency of
Performance

Instruction
Attained at

LI',

R
9.,
.-.

c..

Qm

`41'
3-
>
3 -
oc

.
in

....

0
?..

>
g

?
;c4-
,,,,

F

P
3
3

4*

41

9
2-

..
5

41

re
,..
a.

i'
41

DutyN Task
No,

Task Description
.

-.s.

6 6
.

Use utility. knife to cut seams in vinyl and
.

corners of rubber base x x
.7 Use serrated trowel to apply adhesive on Vinyls x .1c

8 Use mason's trowel to apply.floorpatch x .

9 Use ruler Et, measure`, cuts and area ,
. , x i x

10 Use straight edge to straight edge material x x .

11 Use small hand roller for seams and.rubber base x x
12 Use small hand spreader to spOiadhesive on

rubber base x x
13 Use claw hammer to nail metal edgings , x x
14 'Use stair tool to.lay carpet on stairs x
15 Use wall trimmer, to lay carpet x k
16 - Use carpet-',knee kicker - x
17 Use carpet power stretclle x x
18 Use metal miters , . t x
19 Use metal Snips . .

Use hacksaw'and miter box to cut metal
.,

x
x20,

21 Use counter brush to clean up x x
22 Use combination file to smooth cuts x x
23 Use 'chalk 'like x '' x -,..

,

Q
...

INSTALLS PLASTIC LAMINATE +*

1 Read' blueprints and Rpecifipationa t

.

x ,. x
2 gii 1 holes: and cracks j.n srnynter -\ --,- , x

Y
x

1 Sand area to hp covered '

mater 111 and rut to size, f le Y L
5

_Layout
..,

Measure_and nut motaLtrim v F I c__
6

-

-ApplY-udheOive po vai-erial and connter

Is.

x
lc

'7 Apply adhesive'tp _Hang" of metal-
8 Allow adhesive to dFy rcquired amount of time v x
'9 . Apply laminate on counter

, x
-, 10

( f -
Scrape otf,exCeis material with router xr. 11. Dress edge: with file x x

:, 12 Apply metal trim and backspiash . i

13 Clean-counter and metal edges with solvent x. x
14 Inspect job for quality

. .

.

.. .

, .1 I
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